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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview
AECOM was commissioned to undertake a Visitor Destination Plan (VDP) for St Edmundsbury
Borough Council. The VDP provides a shared vision and framework for the future
development of the visitor economy of Bury St Edmunds (see Section 1.3) up to 2025.
The VDP provides the framework and a rationale for further investment setting out specific
actions that partners can work together on to further develop the visitor, tourism and leisure
economy in Bury St Edmunds and the wider setting.
It articulates the roles of different stakeholders and identifies clear actions on how the area
can attract further visitors and maximise the economic benefit created. The VDP links to other
local and sub-regional initiatives and strategies and requires the support of stakeholders at the
local, sub-regional and inter-regional level to be a success.
Running concurrent to this VDP was similar assessments for Babergh and Mid Suffolk, and
Ipswich. In some instances comparisons are made between the three VDP’s to help
contextualise findings.
Figure 1.1: Key Towns in Suffolk
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1.2

Aims of VDP
The aims of the VDP are to:

1.3



Review and understand existing markets, visitor types and competition;



Identify potential growth sectors and identify any barriers;



Draw comparisons and lessons from other relevant destinations in terms of the growth
sectors and how Destination Management Organisations (DMO’s) operate;



Identify actions that link visitor economy activity with current strategies and funding
sources; and



Produce an indicatively costed and timed action plan targeting growth opportunities and
markets and providing a steer for future investment.

Tourism Characteristic Areas
It is clear that the tourism offer of Bury St Edmunds covers a wider area than the town itself.
This has since been reflected in the consultation process whereby the surrounding countryside
is consistently identified as being one of the main assets from which the visitor economy of
Bury St Edmonds can prosper.
With this in mind, the study area is broken down into two distinct tourism characteristic areas1,
namely:


Bury St Edmunds (as shown in Figure 1.2). This focusses on the town centre itself with it
being the main heritage, retail and cultural core.



Outer Bury St Edmunds (as shown in Figure 1.3). The visitor economy of the main town
of Bury St Edmunds has an interrelationship with the wider countryside of Suffolk,
particularly the rest of St Edmundsbury borough, other parts of West Suffolk and Mid
Suffolk. There are accommodation enterprises in this area which service visitors to Bury
St Edmunds. Additionally, there are attractions in this area that complement the visitor
offer of the main town (i.e. people staying in Bury St Edmunds and visiting them).

The VDP reflects the different characteristics and interrelationships of the two tourism
characteristic areas, and demonstrates how they can be utilised to deliver a more coherent
visitor offer by combining their different assets and attractions for mutual benefit.

1

These have been defined in consultation with St Edmundsbury Council and partners. However, the original boundary
for ‘outer Bury St Edmunds’ incorporated Newmarket. However, it was felt that Newmarket, with a distinct brand and its
own DMO, was a destination in itself and a potential competitor
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Figure 1.2: Bury St Edmunds

Figure 1.3: Outer Bury St Edmunds
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1.4

Approach
For the VDP to be a success it is important that all relevant stakeholders are engaged. The
approach adopted for the VDP includes a range of primary and secondary research to capture
the views of relevant stakeholders.
The approach to the work included:

1.5



A review of local and national research, policy and strategy;



A number of visits to key towns, villages and attractions;



An assessment of local data, policy and strategy including marketing material, visitor
numbers and research, company websites, the events programme and STEAM2;



An examination of tourism and marketing websites;



An electronic business survey which was completed by 74 organisations that provide
tourism accommodation or are visitor attractions; and



4 workshops with a range of public and private sector stakeholders.

Report Structure
This is the first of two documents that make up the VDP. The remainder of this report is set out
as follows:

2



Section 2 sets out the strategic context for the VDP by assessing relevant trends to
provide an understanding of which factors could influence visitor behaviour;



Section 3 illustrates the local context providing an overview of local policy and strategy,
the key areas of the destination and wider catchment, alongside the transport, natural
environment, heritage, and cultural contexts;



Section 4 presents an audit of the tourism and visitor economy which includes
accommodation providers, visitor attractions and activities, leisure facilities, neighbouring
attractions, events and festivals, marketing activity, and supporting visitor services;



Section 5 profiles the current visitor market and presents a statement of their
economic impact;



Section 6 summarises the baseline;



Appendix A presents a more detailed overview of the local policy and strategic
context;



Appendix B demonstrates best practice from other DMOs;



Appendix C summarises the results from the business survey; and



Appendix D highlights the comparator assessment.

STEAM (Scarborough Tourism Economic Activity Monitor) is a model for measuring local tourism activity
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The second document is the Action Plan which details the specific actions, responsibilities and
resources needed to encourage growth and development in the visitor economy. It also sets
out a framework and process for monitoring the progress and success of the VDP and
identifies potential funding sources and an overview of the feedback from the consultation
process.
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2.

STRATEGIC CONTEXT
The VDP needs to be realistic and achievable, aimed at maximising the benefits of visitors and
related activity within the context of the main visitor assets and attractors. In order to achieve
this there is a need to understand the characteristics of existing and potential future demand to
identify the opportunities and challenges that this may present.
This is achieved by identifying the trends in consumer and visitor habits, spending patterns
and market activity alongside wider factors such as policy framework, economic, demographic,
social, and technological change. This section also presents commentary on recent urban
tourism and rural/countryside trends.

2.1

National Policy
Tourism Policy (DCMS, 2011)
This document established the framework for more locally based and industry led tourism
bodies. It also sets out how the preferred tourism delivery and management bodies,
Destination Management Organisations (DMOs) should be formed. Principally, the document
determines that tourism, as a sector that engages and benefits the public, private and
voluntary sectors, should be led by and increasingly funded through partnerships that involve
stakeholders across the tourism industry. More details on this aspect are set out in Appendix
B.
The document also sets out recommendations for raising industry standards. This includes:
proposals for reforming star ratings across the sector; encouraging customer websites with
rating systems (e.g. Tripadvisor) which improve the quality of information so visitors can make
informed decisions; improving the visitor welcome, for example, through reformulating the
rules on our existing ‘Brown Tourist Signs’, encouraging DMOs to take over responsibility of
TICs, encourage destinations to embrace technology (e.g. apps); and creating attractive
alternatives to London.
The document also sets out how tourism can become more competitive. This includes
proposals for: greater skills development to provide a higher level of customer service; making
the sector more resilient to bad weather; the development of domestic package holidays;
moving the early May Day Bank Holiday to extend the season; and improving the planning
process and cutting red tape to help tourism businesses to grow.
Strategic Framework for Tourism in England
The Strategic Framework for Tourism in England (SFTE) sets out how tourism can achieve a
5% growth in value, year-on-year, over the next decade, through the implementation of 12
thematic action plans. These include: destination management, business tourism, rural
tourism, transport and skills. The action plans provide the context for VDPs and useful ideas
on actions that can be adapted locally.
Localism Act
The 2011 Localism Act is also particularly pertinent for VDPs in that greater emphasis is being
given to local communities and their role in shaping the future of their areas. This is leading to
increased community led planning and the production of neighbourhood plans which should
play a close role with the VDP.
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2.2

Economic Value of Tourism
Tourism in England contributes £106 billion to the British economy, supporting 2.6 million
jobs3. There are almost 210,000 VAT registered businesses in England in tourism sectors (this
includes accommodation, food & drink, transport, travel agencies, cultural activities etc.)
£18.7 billion was spent by British residents on 101.8 million overnight trips in England,
generating around 297 million visitor nights. Additionally £46.0 billion was spent on 1.4 billion
domestic tourism day trips and £18.4 billion was spent by inbound visitors, who made 28.6
million trips and stayed for 217 million nights3.
Figure 2.1 illustrates that overnight trips made by British residents within England has
fluctuated but was higher in 2013 than 2006. Additionally, trips made by inbound visitors have
been increasing year-on-year from 2009.
Figure 2.1: Domestic Overnight and Inbound Tourism Trends, 2006 to 20133
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Wider Economic Trends
The recent recession, related increases in the cost of living and pressure on wages have all
led to significant changes in the spending behaviour and priorities of consumers. These effects
are set to have an on-going impact on consumer spending as it is likely that a slow growth in
confidence will be realised.
The economic climate has benefited domestic tourism, with record levels of tourism trips in
2013. Often referred to as the ‘staycation’ effect, the trend has been for more of UK residents
to choose holidays within the UK rather than head overseas.

3

Source: Visit England, May 2013
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The implication for Bury St Edmunds is that the visitor market is open to new and different
types of destination in the UK. The challenge for any destination is to present a distinct offer in
order to maximise this opportunity.
2.4

UK Population and Social Trends
Family change and ageing population
Changes in the make-up of the population will have a major effect on society and
subsequently the choices that consumers make in respect of leisure activity. The increasing
proportion of the population in young (0-18 years) and older age groups (55 years+), and the
shrinking working age population, are key drivers in this context. One of the consequences is
the changing shape of the family and roles within it. Examples include the role of grandparents
in terms of childcare, greater integration between generations, growth of untraditional families
with increasing numbers of single parents, step parents and gay parents.
An aging population presents a different set of needs that enterprises and amenities will be
required to address, particularly in terms of accessibility. The next retired generation of baby
boomers will also have a different attitude, lifestyle and propensity for leisure activity than
previous generations and is also better financially equipped. This means that destinations will
need to be able to present suitable experiences to match different leisure interests.
There are also an increasing number of younger people which is likely to have a positive
impact on destinations and businesses catering for the family market. However, it will also
potentially accentuate seasonality issues especially in light of the government’s increase in
penalty fines to families that take children out of school for holidays during term time.
Conversely, proposed changes to the academic year, with some schools already free to work
to different holiday timetables, could help stagger the holiday periods beyond the traditional
peaks.
Many references have been made to the ‘squeezed middle’ or ‘working age’ population who
are increasingly pressed in terms of time and money, with impacts on leisure time, type of
leisure trips taken and the group composition for these trips. Short breaks have overtaken long
holidays as the predominant domestic holiday type; activity, hobby, special interest and
indulgence breaks are ever growing in popularity; and grandparents are increasingly taking
their grandchildren for day trips and holidays as part of their growing role as carers. Each of
these trends can create a market opportunity for a visitor destination, but they need to be met
through investment in appropriate products and marketing campaigns.
Healthier and more active lifestyles
There is an increasing emphasis on having a more active and healthier lifestyle, reinforced by
rising perceptions of pressures on individual‘s time and blurring of the lines between work and
leisure. This creates a greater desire for ‘get-a-way’ breaks and treating oneself. As a result,
visitor products and offers that were once considered niche have become more popular such
as spa breaks and adrenaline sports like surfing and rock climbing.
This increasingly health conscious trend is forecast to continue. This is already impacting on
tourism through the availability of activity related to cultural capital and the learning of new
skills or acquisition of knowledge through leisure activity. Examples here include the increase
in craft tourism and areas relating to cuisine and hobbies. This is in part driven by the
reduction in more frivolous spending brought about by recessionary pressures and the
subsequent need to obtain value from leisure activity.

ST EDMUNDSBURY BOROUGH COUNCIL
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2.5

Technology
The ability to compare and search an ever increasing range of destinations via the internet
and on specific mobile applications is changing the way people gather information, make
choices, and purchase tourism products. Moreover, this type of approach to purchasing is
likely to become the norm particularly for younger age groups.
This has important implications for providers not only to demonstrate value but also to be
smart in their use of technologies, marketing channels and information to ensure they are
maximising their routes to market. As well as a means of reaching the market, technology and
media are also an increasingly common means of intelligence on visitor’s experiences and
ratings that consumers use to help decision-making.
Similarly, increasing pressures on time and the rapidly expanding volume of information on
leisure opportunities mean that simplicity in the planning process is becoming an increasingly
important factor in determining consumer’s choices. A key issue here is that, with many
tourism enterprises being small and lifestyle businesses, many operators are yet to become
savvy with these new types of media and advertising platforms.

2.6

Urban Tourism
As a market town, the visitor trends within urban tourism are important. Research by
VisitEngland in 20134 suggests the following:

4



Trips to urban areas made up 31% (14.2 million) of the 46.0 million overnight domestic
holiday trips taken for holiday purposes.



Overnight stays at urban destinations peak in summer (Jul-Sept) but continue year round,
attracting more business during winter months than other destinations (45% of urban trips
are taken between Oct and Mar vs. 34% of all trips).



Overnight urban trips are generally short (i.e. less than 3-nights), especially for business.
However, business related trips are much more valuable on a per night basis (£123.28 per
night, see Table 2.1). Overnight urban trips generally yield a higher value (£79.02 per
night) than average for England as a whole (£62.86).



Urban trips including overnight stays are more likely than other trips to:


Be adult only (75% of urban trips vs. 66% of all trips)



Involve shorter stays (71% of urban trips are for 3 nights or less vs. 53% of all trips)



Involve train travel (26% of urban trips vs. 12% of all trips)



Use hotels/ motels for accommodation (66% of urban trips vs. 40% of all trips)



Urban day trips follow the profile of all day trip takers in terms of social grade, children in
party, distance travelled and time spend at the destination.



However, shopping, nights out and entertainment are more likely to feature during day
trips to urban destinations.

VisitEngland, Urban Tourism: What are the opportunities?, 2013
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Table 2.1: Overnight Urban Trips by Purpose
Total

Holiday

Visit Family
and Relatives

Business

Trips (m)

44.0

14.0

18.2

10.0

Nights (m)

102.5

31.1

47.4

20.1

£8,104

£3,335

£1,999

£2,478

2.3

2.2

2.6

2.0

Av. Spend Per Trip

£184.18

£238.56

£110.14

£246.81

Av. Spend Per Night

£79.06

£107.23

£42.18

£123.28

Spend (£m)

Av. No. Nights

Source: VisitEngland, 2013

2.7

Countryside/Rural Tourism
As identified previously, the visitor offer of Bury St Edmunds has a wider context, with the
surrounding area offering attractive countryside settings interspersed with small historic towns
and villages with an abundance of character. Visitor trends within countryside/rural tourism are
important to the Bury St Edmunds context. Research by VisitEngland in 20135 suggests the
following:


22.0% of all overnight holiday trips are made to the countryside. This has remained fairly
consistent since 2006.



Nearly three-quarters of overnight stays in countryside destinations takes place between
April and September and peaks in June, July and August.



Non-serviced accommodation is a popular choice for domestic trips to rural destinations,
with 49% of visitors staying at camping/caravan sites or self-catering accommodation
(compared to 37% for other trips).



Overnight trips to the countryside are more likely to be made by higher social grades6.



A substantial proportion7 of overnight visitors to rural destinations come from people within
the region, showing a strong correlation with holidaying and drive time catchments.



Day trips to the countryside follow the profile of all day trip takers in terms of social grade8,
children in the party9, and time spent at the destination10.

5

VisitEngland, England’s Countryside: What are the opportunities?, 2013
39% of overnight countryside trips are made by ‘AB’ social grades and 32% by the C1grade compared to 36% and 30%
respectively for all trips
7
This is around a quarter for most regions but peaks at 40% in the North West
8
30% of countryside day trips are made by ‘AB’ social grades and 29% by the C1grade compared to 29% and 30%
respectively for all trips
9
17% of countryside day trips are made with children compared to 16% for all trips
10
39% of day trips to the countryside last between 3 and 4 hours, 24% are 4 to 5 hours, 12% are 5 to 6 hours and 25%
are over 6 hours. This compares to 38%, 24%, 12% and 26% respectively for all trips
6
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3.

LOCAL CONTEXT

3.1

Introduction
Bury St Edmunds is a historic market town located in the mid west of Suffolk. It is the main
town in the borough of St Edmundsbury, and represents the main settlement within Suffolk
outside of Ipswich. The main characteristics of the town relate to its historical context, with St
Edmundsbury Cathedral, the abbey ruins and the surrounding Abbey Gardens being
prominent features, supported by a wealth of other historic buildings and its status as a market
town. It is also the main cultural and retail centre in West Suffolk, and home to the Greene
King brewery and a British Sugar processing factory.
St Edmundsbury borough covers 254 square miles of which the vast majority is rural11. The
other main town in the borough is Haverhill. Part of the southern section of the borough is
included within the Dedham Vale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).
Figure 3.1: Land Classification across Suffolk

3.2

Local Policy and Strategic Context
Appendix A reviews the sub-regional and local policy and strategic context. The following
summarises this.
Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) have an increasingly important part to play in supporting
destination management in their area. Bury St Edmunds falls in two LEP areas namely:

11

96% is classed as either greenspace or domestic gardens (source: Homes and Communities Agency, 2005)
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Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough and New Anglia. The key document that sets out
the vision for LEPs is the Strategic Economic Plan (SEP).
Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough SEP
The SEP sets out a plan for the next six years, with £119 million of funding in 2015/16. As a
result of the investment, the Plan would support the delivery of 70,000 new jobs and 50,000
new homes, leading to a £2.8 billion uplift in GVA across the LEP area. The visitor economy is
described as one of the key sectors supporting the sub-regional economy, however at present
there is limited detail on specific activities designed to promote and develop the tourism
sector.
New Anglia SEP
The central focus of the SEP is to drive economic growth in high value added sectors creating
new high value added employment. Additionally the SEP is seeking to support four
underpinning sectors that are currently the largest employers and will continue to be
supported. This includes tourism and culture.
The LEPs notional allocation of European funding for 2014-2020 is around £94m or £188m
with match funding added. Of this, a sizeable proportion could be used to support the visitor
economy. This is set out in more detail in Section 5.2 of Document 2.
Draft Suffolk Tourism Strategy
The Suffolk Tourism Strategy is still very much in a draft stage. However, this VDP needs to
consider the emerging objectives to ensure alignment between the two. The Suffolk Tourism
Strategy sets out three strategic priorities:
1. To ensure that the Suffolk visitor economy continues to flourish and grow in excess of the
Visit England national target of 5%.
2. To develop a framework of local Destination Marketing Organisations working with Visit
Suffolk to better promote the county's destinations.
3. To provide guidance for Suffolk local authorities on maximising the economic impact of
their tourism sector spending as well as recommending areas for potential savings.
Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031
This document provides a framework for managing future service provision and management
of growth up to 2031 in the town. This is one of the key documents of the Local Plan. A
number of the objectives and proposed activities will impact on tourism and the visitor
economy, most directly in relation to culture and leisure (such as developing the events
programme), retail (developing the town centre as a destination for visitors) and the historic
and natural environment (new theme based trails).
Business Improvement District (BID) Business Plan
This document sets out the business plan for £2 million of expenditure over the next five
years. The BID team will continue to invest in marketing, events, safety and security,
environment, and business support. A number of other areas are proposed that will support
the visitor economy such as: the introduction of tourism ambassadors; greater use of digital
technology for marketing; and greater promotion of existing events.
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Six Point Plan for Jobs and Growth
This document sets out a proposal for economic growth in West Suffolk. It is a two-year plan
of action for jobs and growth set out across six key themes. Tourism is identified within one of
the themes with initiatives to support the sector including encouraging more overnight stays;
helping to coordinate marketing and promotional activities; and endeavouring to bring new,
large visitor attractions to the region.
3.3

Catchment and Key Linkages
Bury St Edmunds is well positioned in relation to the rest of Suffolk and is close to a number of
important settlements (in terms of either the size of the catchment or potential strategic
linkages). Within Suffolk these include:


Ipswich (28-miles, population of 135,00012) is the largest town within Suffolk and home to
a concentration of accommodation, especially serviced bedspaces.



West Stow (7-miles) is a small parish just north of Bury St Edmunds. It has a
reconstructed Anglo-Saxon settlement together with an interpretation centre.



Newmarket (18-miles, population of 20,000) is the western gateway to Suffolk and home
to the internationally renowned Newmarket Racecourse. Newmarket is reputedly the
largest racehorse training centre and the largest racehorse breeding centre in Britain. The
racecourse hosts almost 40 races this year with the stadium having a capacity of around
45,000. A number of the key attractions have a strong equine theme, such as: The
National Stud, Dalham Hall Stud, Tattersalls, and The National Horse Racing Museum,
Raceday Tours, The Country Mile Tour, and the Short Head Tour. Discover Newmarket is
the central point for all tourist information.



Stowmarket (14-miles, population of 15,000) is a small market town which has a wealth
of historical features. There are 131 buildings that are listed by the Department of National
Heritage as buildings of special architectural or historic interest and one, the parish
church, is classified as being of “exceptional interest”. The town is home to the Museum of
East Anglian Life which occupies a 70-acre site close to the market place.



Suffolk Coast (45-miles, population of 124,000) is one of, if not the biggest driver of
tourists to the county. The area is popular for walking, cycling, its historical landmarks,
water sports and river trips, spas, theatres and galleries and wildlife centres.



The Wool Towns which include Clare, Hadleigh, Lavenham, Long Melford and Sudbury
are a small cluster of towns and villages which developed great wealth through the
manufacture in the 13th century of woollen cloth. There exist a heritage trail that connects
them to Bury St Edmunds which, from a tourism perspective has created a fascinating
heritage and fine architecture which is well preserved

Outside but close to Suffolk include:


12

Ely (28-miles, population of 20,000) is a compact city with the imposing Ely Cathedral at
its centre. Forming part of the Fens countryside, Ely is also famed for its characterful
market place and waterfront, with boat trips available. It is also home to Oliver Cromwell’s
house, The Stained Glass Museum and Ely Museum.

Source: ONS, Mid-Year Population Estimates, 2013
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Cambridge (30-miles, population of 127,000) is one of the premier historic city
destinations in England. Cambridge attracted over 835,000 tourism visits and 3.2 million
day visits in 201013. A third (34%) of overnight visits are from overseas visitors. Cambridge
is famed for many attributes including its world famous University, architecture, retail
experience, parklands, arts, and ‘punting on the River Cam’.



Norwich (43-miles, population of 136,000) is a city with a large collection of heritage
landmarks (including a castle and Cathedral) and a rich culture with a number of theatres,
galleries, museums, music events, sporting venues, family activities and other events.



London (83-miles, population of 8.4 million) is just over an hour and a half away on the
train, whereas Birmingham (125-miles, population of 1.1 million) and the rest of the
Midlands (population of 9.1 million) can be reached in around two hours. They represent
a hugely significant potential market for both day and overnight visitors.

There are also a number of key adjoining rural areas including:


The ‘Brecks’ which has a very particular land use history and a richly distinctive wildlife,
which sets it apart from all surrounding landscapes. It offers opportunities for walking,
cycling and wildlife watching. The West Stow Anglo Saxon Village and Museum (Lackford)
and Ancient House Museum (Thetford) are also located in the area. The area is
designated a Special Protection Area (SPA) and Special Area for Conservation (SAC).



Thetford Forest which forms part of The Brecks, Thetford Forest is the largest lowland
pine forest in Britain covering 19,000 ha. The forest, managed by the Forestry
Commission, is a holiday and activity hub with a national and international audience. It
includes Center Parcs (Elevden Forest); Go Ape! high rope course; a multi-trail Mountain
Bike Centre; and a series of high profile cultural events14. The forest is open for a variety
of leisure interests, from general walking and cycling to geocaching and wildlife watching.
Trails to support different users have also been developed.



Dedham Vale AONB and Stour Valley is a protected area is characterised by
picturesque villages, rolling farmland, rivers, meadows, ancient woodlands and a wide
variety of local wildlife. Tourism is an important part of the economy ( 776,500 visitors in
2010 of which 89% were day visits), while the River Stour is an important boating and
angling water.

Thematically, Bury St Edmunds also forms part of the ‘Eastern Cathedrals of England’. This
represents a formal link between the Cathedrals of Chelmsford, Ely, Lincoln, Norwich,
Peterborough, Southwell, St Albans and Bury St Edmunds. The Eastern Cathedrals has a
dedicated website that includes a ‘trail’ of Monarch and Myths associated with each Cathedral.
There is capacity for Bury St Edmunds and these wider destination towns and cities to share
visitors either on a single visit or to encourage repeat visits on different occasions.
3.4

Access and Transport
Bury St Edmunds benefits from a good road network with the A14 linking the town to
Stowmarket, Ipswich, the Suffolk Coast to the east and to Newmarket and Cambridge and as
far as Birmingham to the west. The A134 connects the borough to Thetford in Norfolk to the

13

Economic Impact of Tourism, Cambridge City – 2010 Results – Tourism South East
Paloma Faith at Thetford Forest on 4 July, 2015 http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/forestry.nsf/byunique/EnglandEastAngliaNoForestThetfordForestPark?open&shfac=1
14
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north and Sudbury and beyond to the south. The town itself reportedly suffers from congestion
at peak times especially in the vicinity of the A14 junctions.
The Core Strategy places an emphasis on encouraging people to travel by other means than
car rather than increasing road capacity. Therefore, public transport will need to play an
important role in supporting any increase in visitor numbers.
The town is directly connected by rail to Ipswich (30mins), Cambridge (42mins) and
Peterborough (70mins). London can be accessed two or three times an hour with the fastest
trains taking 1hour 38mins but most trains take closer to 2-hours. The train station is listed and
is currently undergoing extensive refurbishment and improvement.
There are regular National Express coaches to London (from 1hour 50) and connections to
most major cities in the UK can be made in Cambridge or Peterborough. Coaches to
Cambridge include National Express (1hour 10mins), Stagecoach (57mins) and Whippet
Coaches (45mins in the summer).
The nearest airports are: London Stansted (40 miles); Norwich (41 miles); London Southend
(61 miles); London Luton (64 miles) and London City (70 miles).
Bury St Edmunds is situated about 50 miles inland of the easternmost coast of England. The
nearest passenger ferry port is at Harwich (48 miles) which has regular ‘Roll on Roll Off’
(RoRo) passenger ferry services to the Netherlands, Germany and Scandinavia.
A great asset of the town is that it is compact and therefore accessible by foot (up to 45mins
from the furthest points to the centre). However, pedestrian links between the train station and
the town centre require improvement in order to provide a better initial welcome for train
travellers arriving in the town.
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Figure 3.2: Transport Links in and around Suffolk

3.5

Landscape and Countryside
The landscape and natural environment in and around the town are key assets. The business
survey highlighted that ‘parks and open spaces’ (83.0%), the ‘unspoilt scenery’ (83.0%), and
the ‘wider countryside (68.1%) were moderately or very important reasons for visiting the area.
Bury St Edmunds lies at the confluence of the rivers Lark and Linnet. In and near to the town,
there are several open spaces including:


Abbey Gardens is frequently referred to as the ‘jewel in the crown’ and located in the
centre of the town. It has a number of floral displays, unusual trees, an aviary and a play
area for children. The Gardens also host a wide variety of public and civic events including
concerts, plays, fairs and fireworks.



Nowton Park is almost 200 acres, just on the outskirts of the town, which includes an
arboretum which is home to trees from across the world; a bird feeding area; a maze; two
large ponds; a wildflower meadow; children’s play area; and all weather pitches.



Ickworth Park is a National Trust site, about 3.5 miles outside the town, which includes a
Rotunda that has a large collection of treasures; over 70 acres of gardens; and a further
1,800 acres of parkland. Activities that can be undertaken there included walking and
cycling with dedicated routes; it hosts a large number of events throughout the year;
geocaching; and a bug hotel.



West Stow Country Park is 6.5 miles outside the town and has extensive indoor galleries
and a recreation of an Anglo-Saxon village surrounded by 125 acres of countryside. The
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park has 125 acres of woods, heathlands, a river and a lake, plus nature trails, walks and
an adventure playground.
Other important sites include: Fullers Mill Garden (7 acres of woodland and unusual shrubs);
Hardwick Heath (55 acre park which is popular for dog walkers; Kentwell Hall (moated Tudor
mansion with large gardens); Melford Hall (visited by Beatrix Potter), Clare Castle Country
Park (32.6 acres which includes the remains of a motte and bailey castle) and Lackford Lakes
(a landscape of lakes, reeds, meadow and woodland).
The area also includes several nature conservation sites of international importance, one of
which is the Breckland Special Protection Area (SPA) and Special Area for Conservation
(SAC).
As already set out, the surrounding rural areas include some key tourism resources including
The ‘Brecks’, Thetford Forest and Dedham Vale AONB and Stour Valley. Figure 3.3 illustrates
some of the key open spaces in the county.
Figure 3.3: Nature and Open Space across Suffolk

3.6

Heritage and Culture
Bury St Edmunds has a rich heritage and culture. The history/historical attractions of the town
were highlighted as the most popular reason for visiting the area by local businesses (97.9%
reporting it as moderately / very important factor).
It is an attractive medieval and cathedral town, key relevant facts and sites include:


The ruins of an 11th century Benedictine monastery in Abbey Gardens.
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The 18th century Grade I listed Athenaeum which is still used as a public hall.



St Edmundsbury Cathedral which is the only cathedral in Suffolk. The Cathedral is open
to visitors with free entrance, and free guided walks are available between April and
September.



Edmund the Martyr (also known as St Edmund or Edmund of East Anglia) was king of
East Anglia from about 855 until his death.



Greene King Brewery Museum which was founded in 1799. Guided tours of the brewery
are available every day (£10.00 – £12.00 per adult).



The Guildhall which is widely believed to be the oldest complete civic building in England.
It is the subject of proposals to create new visitor attraction in the town, with the emphasis
being on creating a “travel through time" experience. The Guildhall will host activities,
events, workshops and exhibitions that tell the untold story of Bury St. Edmunds.



The town has strong links with the Magna Carta that go back 800 years to 1214, the year
before the Magna Carta was sealed at Runnymede in 1215. With 2015 being the 800
anniversary, plans are currently underway to establish the ‘Our Liberty’ light and sound
trail to help bring the story to life.



The Malthouse Project which has a model of the malting process with the building
dating back to the 17th century. This is closed to the public.



Moyse’s Hall Museum, a former gaol and police station, which dates back to 1180
houses an eclectic collection of exhibits concerning the history of the town and West
Suffolk. It also hosts touring exhibits including an annual Sci-Fi festival. Entry is £4.00 per
adult, although there is a joint ticketing offer for Moyses Hall and West Stow Village (£9.00
per adult per annum).



The Norman Tower which dates back to 1120 and houses the bells for the Cathedral.



The Grade 1 listed Theatre Royal which is the only surviving Regency theatre in England.
Self-guided tours are available free of charge, whilst guided tours can be arranged at a
cost of between £5.50 and £8.50.



The Nutshell is Britain’s smallest pub.



Smiths Row is a contemporary art gallery which is housed on the first floor of a Grade 1
listed building originally designed as a theatre in the 1770s.



The Apex is an award-winning venue, known for its acoustic excellence and home to a
diverse programme of live music and events, comedy and dance performances.

In addition to the above, there exists an abundance of history at a number of the parks already
mentioned including the Ickworth Estate, Kentwell Hall, Melford Hall and West Stow which are
all out of the town. Bury St Edmunds is also home to England's oldest Scout group - 1st Bury
St Edmunds (Mayors Own); and has links to a number of famous and notable people
including: Norah Lofts (author), Rose Mead (artist), Sybil Andrews (artist and printer), Bob
Hoskins (actor), Michael Maloney (actor), Sir Peter Hall (theatre director), Ouida (author),
Chris Joseph (digital writer and artist), and James Moore (cyclist).
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4. TOURISM AUDIT
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4.

TOURISM AUDIT

4.1

Introduction
The following section sets out the existing tourism offer in Bury St Edmunds and the wider
area. It details all tourism related resources including; accommodation, visitor attractions and
activities, leisure, events, catering, retail, and other supporting services.
The audit has been developed through a review of a large number of websites and sources
including: Visit Bury St Edmunds, Visit Suffolk, Visit East Anglia, St Edmundsbury Borough
Council, Discover Suffolk, TripAdvisor, and visitor comparison websites (e.g. laterooms). The
audit also establishes gaps in provision.

4.2

Accommodation
As illustrated in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1 there are an estimated 32 accommodation
establishments in Bury St Edmunds and an additional 86 in the outer area.
Table 4.1: Accommodation Stock
Bury St Edmunds

Outer Area*

Accommodation Type
Establishments

Bedspaces

Establishments

16

151

36

Hotel

9

468

16

Self-Catering

7

31

31

Caravan & Camping

0

0

3

32

650

86

B&B / Guest House

Total
*excludes Bury St Edmunds

Half of the stock in Bury St Edmunds is B&Bs / Guest Houses representing around a quarter
(23.2%) of the bedspaces. The B&Bs / Guest Houses featuring on TripAdvisor rate well (3.9
out of 5 on average). However, 1 received a particularly poor review (rating score of 1).
There are also 9 hotels in Bury St Edmunds with 468 bedspaces, of which two are four star
(Angel Hotel and Abbey Hotel). Both of these hotels also receive a high rating scores (4 out of
5) on TripAdvisor, suggesting that the ‘quality’ rating is being matched by the experiences
received. The average score for the remaining hotels is just below 4, suggesting a decent level
of quality.
In addition, many of the hotels residing outside of the town are considered ‘high-end’. This
includes: The Ickworth Hotel (3-miles), Ixworth House (6.5-miles) and Tuddenham Mill (8.3miles).
There are no camping/caravanning sites associated with the town, however there are 3
camping/caravanning sites just outside the town including: Clock House Farm (12-miles),
Suffolk Camping Pods (12-miles) and West Stow Pods (6-miles).
The business survey highlighted that occupancy rates in Bury St Edmunds is 67.1%, this is
above the rates in Ipswich (60.7%) and Mid Suffolk/Babergh (55.0%).
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Almost half (46.7%) of businesses surveyed had seen an increase in occupancy as compared
to the previous year. The same proportion again (46.7%) stated that occupancy had remained
consistent, with only 6.7% seeing a decrease15.
Figure 4.1: Accommodation Stock in Bury St Edmunds

4.3

Visitor Attractions and Assets
A number of the main visitor attractions in Bury St Edmunds relate to its strong heritage offer
including: Abbey Gardens and the ruins, the Cathedral, and Moyse's Hall Museum (medieval
museum). Details of these attractions have already been provided in Section 3.
There are a number of theatres and galleries including Elseys Gallery (although only
frequently open) , Smiths Row, The Apex (a relatively new music, entertainment, business and
community venue) and the Theatre Royal. Other attractions within the town include the
Greene King Brewery Tour, the Market (run twice a week), Suffolk Regiment Museum, and the
Nutshell (Britain’s smallest pub).
There are also a number of notable visitor attractions within ‘outer Bury St Edmunds (as
illustrated on Figure 4.2), including:

15



Thetford Forest which includes a Visitor Centre, High Lodge (which includes a number of
outdoor activities and a play area) and ‘Go Ape’;



Wool towns of Clare, Lavenham and Long Melford;

Source: AECOM Business Survey, 2015
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National Trust owned Ickworth House (Georgian house with a towering central Rotunda);



West Stow Anglo-Saxon Village and Country Park (which includes a joint ticketing offer
with Moyses Hall).



Brandon Country Park was originally a country house with extensive parkland and is
now managed for wildlife and people.

Figure 4.2: Attractions in the ‘Outer Bury St Edmunds’

Table 4.3 demonstrates visitor numbers where these are known. A number of the most
popular attractions relate to open spaces including Abbey Gardens, Nowton Park, Ickworth
House and Gardens, and Wyken Hall Gardens and Vineyards. The Theatre Royal and
Cathedral also have relatively substantial visitor numbers.
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Table 4.2: Visitor Numbers in Bury St Edmunds and ‘Outer Bury St Edmunds’*
Attraction

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

Abbey Gardens

-

-

1,446,861

1,244,902

1,359,706

Nowton Park*

-

267,798

309,549

265,360

266,851

Ickworth House, Park and
Gardens*

-

-

177,001

188,000

173,403

60,000

60,000

60,000

100,000

100,000

95,154

71,216

64,978

68,000

82,097

86,279

97,719

77,918

67,827

-

-

22,146

17,229

17,494

21,946

22,487

14,661

14,985

17,229

Greene King Brewery

-

-

8,000

8,000

9,000

3 sites - Pakenham Watermill,
Little Hall and Thelnetham
Windmill*

-

-

7,250

7,500

8,200

Fullers Mill Garden *

-

-

2,249

2,980

3,416

2,093

1,924

1,722

1,091

1,204

-

-

1,000

1,000

1,090

Wyken Hall Gardens & Vineyards*
Theatre Royal
Cathedral
West Stow Country Park and
Anglo-Saxon Village*
Moyses Hall

Haverhill & District Local History*
Clare Ancient House Museum*
*Outer Bury St Edmunds

Abbey Gardens is one of the most visited attractions in Suffolk. As an open space with free
access, this is not unexpected, however it still has a reputation for its attractiveness and
historical character. It also scores well in terms of the quality of the visitor experience on
TripAdvisor with an average score of 4.5 out of 5. As a result, the garden features as one of
the ‘must see’ attractions for a visit to the town.
The Cathedral is another popular attraction in the town which is free to access. However, there
are a number of other cathedral attractions in the UK that attract far greater visitors. Of the 16
cathedrals listed on Visit England’s Visits to Attractions database, St Edmunsbury Cathedral
has the second lowest visitors. 12 of the 16 cathedrals achieve visits in excess of 100,000
visits per annum16. The Cathedral does, however, score well in terms of the quality of the
visitor experience with an average score of 4.5 out of 5 on TripAdvisor.
Other attractions in the town (Moyses Hall and Greene King Brewery Tour) are more modest
attractions, however they still form an important part of the formal attractions sector for the

16
St Paul's Cathedral (2,138,130), Canterbury Cathedral (1,001,266), Durham Cathedral (712,000), Salisbury Cathedral
(253,186), Southwark Cathedral (198,500), Chester Cathedral (175,000),Carlisle Cathedral (170,372), Leicester
Cathedral (159,000), Rochester Cathedral (143,311), Cathedral of St John The Baptist (130,000), Norwich Cathedral
(130,000), Exeter Cathedral - Church of Saint Peter (103,197), Lichfield Cathedral (80,000), Peterborough Cathedral
(70,289), St Edmundsbury Cathedral (67,827), The Cathedral Chuch of St. Nicholas (55,000)
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town. This is evidenced by the customer feedback on TripAdvisor with average scores of 5
and 4.5 out of 5 respectively.
More notable attractions are located within the surrounding area. This includes Nowton Park,
Ickworth House, and Wyken Hall, each with over 100,000 visits per annum and each scoring
4.5 out of 5 in customer ratings on TripAdvisor.
The table also demonstrates that performance of the attractions sector has been mixed in
recent years. The performance between 2012 and 2013 was generally positive, with most
attractions (11 of 14) witnessing an increase in the number of visits. However, over the
respective period, less than half (6 of 14) witnessed growth. Therefore, 2013/14 should be
regarded as a recovery to previous visit levels when viewed as an average.
A number of the leisure facilities and activities listed in the next section also complement the
visitor offer and/or act as attractions in their own right.
4.4

Leisure Facilities and Activities
There are a range of leisure facilities and activities that support the visitor economy which can
be utilised for the purpose of encouraging visitor activity, including overnight tourists. The
natural environment and countryside is one of the borough’s key assets and provides a range
of leisure and tourism opportunities as set out below.
Walking, Cycling and Horse Riding
Around three-fifths (56.7%) of businesses from the business survey highlighted that one of the
main reasons people visit Bury St Edmunds is because of the walking and cycling trails.
There are a large number of circular walks, long distance routes and organised walks in and
around Bury St Edmunds. The largest one is the Icknield Way Trail which crosses six
counties. It is a 170 mile route linking the Peddars Way National Trail in Suffolk with the
Ridgeway National Trail in Buckinghamshire, which in turn links with the Wessex Ridgeway.
The Icknield Way has been a recognised regional route for walkers since 1992. In 2004 it was
further developed into a multi-use route which is now available for horse riders and off-road
cyclists providing a complete walking and riding link between the two National Trails.
Other long distance walking routes include the Lark Valley Path17 and a 19 mile route from
Bury St Edmunds to Clare.
Two National Cycle Routes (NCR) cut through the borough of St Edmundsbury:


NCR51 which goes from Oxford to Felixstowe. It enters Suffolk from Cambridgeshire and
crosses west to east connecting Newmarket with Bury St Edmunds, Stowmarket, Ipswich
and Felixstowe.



NCR13 which goes from Tower Bridge in London to Fakenham in Norfolk going through
the middle of Bury St Edmunds.

Other popular cycling routes include: King's Forest Rides18, The Newmarket Rides19 , Miller's
Trail20 and the Heart of Suffolk trail21.

17

a way marked footpath of 13 miles between Bury St Edmunds and Mildenhall. It includes riverside, woodland,
heathland and parkland sections, including West Stow Country Park, Culford Hall and Lackford Wildfowl Reserve
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Horse riding is also popular on a number of the above trails. Newmarket, which is synonymous
with horse racing and thoroughbred horse breeding, also borders the borough.
Within Bury St Edmunds there are a number of walks designed to encourage discovery of the
town (e.g. Discover Bury St Edmunds Walk and Walking in Suffolk). These can be
downloaded from various websites as self-guided options. Guided tours of the town are also
available, including a ghost walk. There is also an annual walking festival that takes part
across Suffolk which takes in trails within Bury St Edmunds.
Figure 4.3: Major Trails across Suffolk

Fishing
There are a large number of lakes (e.g. Shackerstone, Barrow, Water Lane Reservoir, Middle
Reservoir) and the Little Ouse river where fishing takes place. The business survey and
consultation process has not highlighted this as being a strong driver for visitors into the town.

18

2 circular routes that are mostly off-road from West Stow Country Park and a link from Bury St Edmunds
a series of 3 circuits between Newmarket and Bury St Edmunds around the villages of Moulton, Gazeley and Barrow
on quiet lanes and off-road track
20
a 23 mile trail starting at Ixworth, 6 miles north of Bury St Edmunds, taking in windmills, a war memorial and a vineyard
21
This trail has been created for those who enjoy the pleasure of cycling in the countryside. The route uses mostly quiet
lanes along its 80 mile length and is signed in both directions
19
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Other Outdoor Activities
There are a number of providers of outdoor activities in ‘outer Bury St Edmunds such as
archery, air rifle/clay target shooting, climbing, orienteering, geocaching, karting, quad biking
and motocross22.
The business survey identified that over half (56.7%) of businesses also felt that wildlife
watching was either a moderately or very important reason for people visiting Bury St
Edmunds. There are a number of important sites in and around Bury St Edmunds for people
with an interest in wildlife including nature reserves such as: Micklemere (wetland area close
to Ixworth), Lackford Lakes (an important site for wildfowl and home to 18 species of dragonfly
and damselfly), Old Broom (ancient oak pollards which are between 250 and 500 years old),
Grove Farm (where conservation and commercial farming can be seen working side by side),
Bradfield Woods (a working wood). As already mentioned there are other important sites
nearby including the ‘Brecks’, Thetford Forest and Dedham Vale AONB.
There are no zoos or safari parks within the VDP geography. However, there are zoo
attractions in Suffolk. The nearest ones are: the Suffolk Owl Sanctuary (18-miles), Banham
Zoo (19-miles) and Linton Zoo (22-miles). Colchester Zoo is within an 1-hour drivetime, whilst
Africa alive is little over an hour away.
There are two 18-hole PGA accredited championship golf courses on the outskirts of the town
(Suffolk Golf and Spa Hotel and Bury St Edmunds Golf Club). There are a number of other
golf courses nearby including Flempton Golf Club (5-miles), Stowmarket Golf Centre (12miles), Royal Worlington & Newmarket Golf Club (14-miles) and Clare Park Lane Golf Course
(17-miles). Golf was identified as a strength by a local golf enthusiast and as a potential
opportunity for growth (e.g. golf themed weekends).
There is also an opportunity for hot air balloon flights from Nowton Park.
Other Cultural Activities
The provision of theatres, museums and galleries, as already set out, is a key driver for day
and overnight visitors. Bury St Edmunds also offers events and venues for hosting comedy
and music including:


The Apex hosts live music and events (around 180); from classical concerts to pop, rock,
jazz, blues, world, country and folk, plus comedy and dance performances. This varies
from relatively small profile monthly comedy clubs to sell out performances from
established acts such as Kevin Bridges, The Manfreds and Funeral for a Friend. The
capacity is 697.



Theatre Royal hosts comedy, dance, drama, music and other events. Similar to the Apex,
the Theatre Royal hosts both smaller and larger, more established acts. Capacity is 350.



St Edmundsbury Cathedral is a popular venue for concerts and a major venue for the
annual Bury St Edmunds Festival. There are regular performances by groups such as the
Bury Bach Choir, and those touring from further afield. It also hosts theatre from time-totime. Capacity is 726.

There are two cinemas in the town. Cineworld is an 8 screen cinema, whereas Abbeygate
Cinema is an independent smaller (2-screen) historic cinema.

22

Providers include Wild Tracks and Sparrowhawk Leisure
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Other Leisure
Other important leisure facilities in the town include:

4.5



Abbeycroft Leisure Centre which includes a swimming pool with flumes, a gym, a mobile
climbing wall, sports hall, a health suite (sauna, steam and aromatherapy rooms) and a
crèche.



Bury Bowl, 12 ten pin bowling lanes.



CurveMotion, an indoor centre just outside the town which offers roller skating, soft play
with large slides, and body zorbing.



Skate Park on the outskirts of the town.



Planet Laser, is a new laser game.

Events and Festivals
Events and festivals are an integral part of the visitor offer for many destinations. They have
the potential to drive new visits and support existing visitors by broadening the experiences
available. They can also act to address seasonality issues when used to attract visitor
numbers at times of low and spare capacity.
There are a large numbers of events and festivals that take place in Bury St Edmunds and
nearby. This includes regular events that are primarily aimed at local residents such as family
activities (e.g. Easter egg hunts), historical (e.g. viewing of the film ‘War Horse’ to tie in with
the World War 1 anniversary), and outdoor (e.g. walks).
There are other events that although would still have a strong appeal for local residents may
also draw in day visitors and potentially overnight tourists. In particular this includes: the Food
& Drink Festival, the Women’s Cycle Tour, the Christmas Fayre, Homegrown Festival and
Suffolk Walking Festival.
Almost nine in ten (87.5%) business surveyed felt that events and festival were either a
moderately or very important reason to visit Bury St Edmunds.
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Table 4.3: Events and Festivals
Name

Description

Organiser

Visitor
Figures
(2014)

Next Event

Christmas Fayre

4 day Christmas market

SEBC

130,000

November
2015

Food & Drink Festival

Two day food and drink festival

Our Bury St
Edmunds

30,000

August
2015

Whitsun Fayre

Two day event that includes a
mini-farm, beach, farmers’
market, and plant and flower
stalls

Our Bury St
Edmunds

24,000

May 2015

Bury St Edmunds
Festival

Ten days of music, theatre,
film and exhibitions

SEBC

11,500

May 2015

Christmas Light
Switch On

Annual turning on of the festive
lights in the town

Our Bury St
Edmunds

10,000

November
2015

The Hidden Gardens

Chance to explore people’s
gardens

Bury in
Bloom

2,700

June 2015

Business Festival
2015

Trade fairs, networking and
roadshows

SEBC

1,500

Sept/Oct
2015

Tour of Britain
(Cycling)

Stage 7 goes from Fakenham
to Ipswich going through Bury
St Edmunds.

British
Cycling

Not known

Sept 2015

Women's Cycle Tour

Friends Life Women's Tour
which begins in Bury St
Edmunds. First stage will take
100 of the world's top female
cyclists across the county

Abbeycroft
Leisure

Not known

June 2015

Heritage Open Days

Volunteers demonstrate local
history, architecture and
culture

Various

Not known

Sept 2015

Greene King Summer
Fest

3 day beer and food festival

Greene King

Not known

July 2015

East Anglian Beer
Festival

4 day beer festival at the APEX

CAMRA

Not known

April 2015

Homegrown Festival

3 day festival with local bands
and camping

Various

Not known

28th – 30th
August
2015

Suffolk Walking
Festival

90 guided walks across the
county with a number of walks
in and around the Bury St
Edmunds

Various

Not known

9th – 31st
May 2015
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4.6

Retail
The main shopping streets of St Johns Street, Abbeygate Street, Hatter Street and Whiting
Street provide an attractive pedestrian friendly setting with a range of independent shops and
high street branded shops. Alongside this, the Arc shopping centre provides a modern facility
with 36 shops, cafés, and restaurants. It is also where the Apex is housed and there are a
number of residential apartments. Shops include a number of high street stores including:
Debenhams, H&M, Next, TopShop, Hobbs, Crew Clothing, HMV, New Look and River Island.
In 2014 the shopping centre attracted over 8.2 million visits.
Bury St Edmunds is experiencing increasing footfall rates with a rise of 3.6% (October 2013
compared to October 2014) as compared to a decrease nationally (0.8%) over the same time
period. This is also reflected in the low levels of shop vacancy in the town (6.5%) as compared
to nationally (10.5%).23

4.7

Food and Drink
Within the town centre there are: 18 pubs/bars, 24 cafes/coffee shops, 28 restaurants, and 7
fast food establishments24. Included here are a large number of independent facilities along
with a number of national chains/established brands (e.g. JD Wetherspoons, Caffe Nero,
Costa, Starbucks, Frankie & Benny's, Nandos, Pizza Express, Pizza Hut, Giraffe and
Wagamama).
There are also various food and drink festivals and as already stated, Greene King brewery is
in the town. Wyken Hall Gardens & Vineyards is located just outside the town and attracts
around 100,000 visitors a year. Wyken is a 1200-acre farm that includes a flock of Shetland
sheep, a small herd of Red Poll cattle and a 7-acre vineyard producing award-winning wines,
including the English Wine of the Year and the East Anglian Wine of the Year (2009). The
vineyard restaurant has earned a Bib Gourmand25 in the Michelin Guide and has been in The
Good Food Guide for 15 years. The Wyken Farmers' Market is held every Saturday and was
once described by the Independent as a one of the top ten Farmers markets in the Country.

4.8

Visitor Welcome, Services and Experience
The visitor economy is a cross-cutting sector. This is reflected by the number of different
services provided by St Edmundsbury Council that have a role in supporting visitors to the
area. This includes events, TICs and heritage, marketing, leisure and culture, park operations
and other economic development posts. Additionally, the BID team also supports the sector
through promotion, event organisation and town centre development/management.
The supporting visitor services and facilities are very important for making a good first
impression and for improving visitor satisfaction. The following highlights the key services:


The main online tourism guide is www.visit-burystedmunds.co.uk. It includes good
imagery with easy to navigate menus supporting the visitor such as where to stay, events,
food and drink, and what to do under themes of history and heritage, art and culture,
family fun, get outdoors and pamper yourself. Although it contains most of the information
expected of this type of site does not look as professional as some visitor websites (e.g.
Visit York, All About Ipswich). In 2014, 175,629 people visited the website, demonstrating

23

Source: West Suffolk Business Fact Pack, 2014
Source: www.ourburystedmunds.com
25
Exceptional good food at moderate prices
24
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an increase year on year from 201026. On average each visitor spent 2.25 minutes on the
site. The number of visits peaked in August (17,591), November (16,891), May (16,728)
and April (16,243), whereas, December (11,534) and January (11,667) had the fewest
visits.

4.9



There is one main TIC located in the Apex, but there are supporting tourist information
points. These are located at Moyse’s Hall Museum, Smiths Row Art Gallery, Theatre
Royal Box Office, the Cathedral, the bus station, Bury Town Council and Bury St
Edmunds Library.



There is limited evidence of promotion via social media.



As stated earlier, although the town is compact, pedestrian links between the train station
and the town centre are not good and require improvement in order to provide a better
initial welcome for train travellers arriving in the town.



There are a number of public car parks across the town which are said to get busy at peak
visitor times. Car park signage around town could be improved. For example, when car
parks are closed/full there is little information as to where the nearest available car park is.
Greater car parking options (more parking and/or cheaper parking) was the most popular
response from businesses in relation to tourism facilities that customers say are lacking
(60% of those who responded).



Public toilets are located at the Arc, Abbey Gardens, the bus station, railway station, Ram
Meadow and Hardwick Heath.



Although the history / heritage of the town is a key strength the consultation process
highlighted that the interpretation could be improved.



The town is very affluent and has low levels of crime and disorder27 making it very safe for
the visitor.



There also exist 12 tourist guides and a large number of volunteers that support the
sector. The Cathedral has 318 volunteers for example.

Existing Marketing Activity
As highlighted above, the main form of marketing for the town is through the Visit Bury St
Edmunds website. However, it needs to be recognised that there is an ever increasing number
of information channels from which to research destinations in advance of visiting. The
following provides a review of the main other channels as a means of demonstrating the other
messages that a potential tourist/visitor could see before choosing whether or not to visit the
town.
Visit Suffolk
Visit Suffolk is Suffolk's official tourism website. It could potentially drive visitors to the rest of
the county in to Bury St Edmunds. The town is painted in a very positive light and described as
‘Suffolk’s cultural and historical gem with chic independent shops, historic cathedral and
fantastic restaurants’. There are also references to Abbey Gardens, West Stow, Greene King
Brewery, The Nutshell, Moyse’s Hall Museum, Theatre Royal, The Apex and Ickworth House.

26
27

2010 - 23,462 visits, 2011 – 89,043 visits, 2012 – 109,376, 2013 – 144,056
E.g. There were 50.2 reported crimes per 1000 across St Edmundsbury compared to 64 nationally
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Bury St Edmunds is the first place mentioned after clicking on the ‘Suffolk Places’ link, there is
also a good representation of activities listed under each of the sub-headings on ‘Things to Do’
and ‘Stay in Suffolk’.
Activities undertaken by Visit Suffolk, which will include support for Bury St Edmunds, is to
focus on the following:


Increased marketing including the development and delivery of off-season campaigns



Significantly increased press coverage



Gathering of market intelligence



Organising networking opportunities for tourism businesses



Package development and promotion associated with specific themes and experiences.

Discover Suffolk
discoversuffolk.org.uk is a Suffolk County Council website that promotes outdoor recreational
activities available across Suffolk.The website features Lark Valley Path, Towers and Spires
trail, a walk from Bury St Edmunds to Clare, and Nowton Park.
Under the ‘Places to Visit’ section, Bury St Edmunds is listed, however the link takes the user
through to the front page of the West Suffolk Council homepage.
Our Bury St Edmunds
ourburystedmunds.com is the BIDs website. It contains a general synopsis of the town from a
visitor perspective and an overview of 9 of the attractions. The link through to the Visit Bury St
Edmunds website is hidden at the bottom of the page.
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5. CURRENT VISITORS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
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5.

CURRENT VISITORS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT

5.1

Introduction
The following section provides a breakdown of the current visitor market. This includes the
profile and perceptions of visitors, the economic impact and the employment supported. Data
is predominantly available at local authority level and as such is presented in that way. The
borough of St Edmundsbury is compared to the other local authorities in Suffolk and the
county as a whole.

5.2

Visitors
As set out in Figure 5.1, over half (55.0%) of visitors are from within two hours with a
substantial proportion from further afield, including 9.5% from overseas. However, it is likely
that these figures are skewed towards the longer distances as around half the respondents
were accommodation providers with their guests staying over and as such likely to travel
longer distances than day visitors.
Figure 5.1: Distance Travelled by Visitors (visitors to all businesses)

From overseas

9.5

Over three hours (from within the UK)

18.1

Two to three hours (from within the UK)

17.4

One to two hours (from within the UK)

18.4

Up to one hour (from within the UK)

36.7

0.0

10.0

20.0
% of visitors

30.0

40.0

Source: AECOM Business Survey, 2015

Around four-fifths (79%) of visitors are in the area for leisure purposes with the remaining fifth
(21%) for business.
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Day Visitors
Table 5.1 illustrates the number of Leisure Day Visits (lasting 3hrs or more) and Tourism Day
Visits28.
St Edmunsbury attracts 1.9 million tourism29 day visitors per annum30. This is 9.5% of tourism
day visits in the county and the lowest across Suffolk. Additionally there are 3.3 million leisure
day visits made in the borough.
The low numbers of day visitors is symptomatic of inland areas of England, with the appeal of
coastal zones and urban centres tending to be stronger overall. For instance, even some of
England’s foremost countryside destinations such as the Cotswolds (3.4 million) and New
Forest (4.6 million) are only able to manage similar proportions of tourism day trips of
Waveney (3.4 million) and Suffolk Coastal (4.1 million).
Table 5.1: Leisure and Tourism Day Visits (ordered by tourism day visits)
Tourism Day Visits (million)

Leisure Day Visits (million)

Suffolk Coastal

4.1

6.2

Ipswich

3.4

8.1

Waveney

3.4

7.5

Mid Suffolk

2.7

3.4

Forest Heath

2.2

3.4

Babergh

2.1

3.6

St Edmundsbury

1.9

3.3

19.6

35.5

Suffolk
Source: Great Britain Day Visitor Survey, 2011-13

Overnight Visitors
On average, 196,000 overnight trips were taken each year (between 2011 and 2013) to St
Edmundsbury from other parts of the UK, equating to 552,000 nights. The average duration is
2.8 per overnight trip which is below the average for the county (3.3) and only above Babergh.
The county average is skewed up by the coastal areas (i.e. Waveney and Suffolk Coastal) ,
with inland/countryside destinations typically having fewer longer stays as compared to the
coast. More detail is set out in Table 5.2.

28

Leisure Day Visits includes any trip taken locally for different types of leisure activity, including those taken regularly
and by local residents. Leisure Day Visits can be important in supporting visitor services, especially attractions; however
their activity is largely displaced. The value of highlighted Tourism Day Visits is that these are not undertaken on a
regular basis and are defined as being outside of the visitor’s usual environment. These trips are considered to be
additional to the local area.
29
Based on a relatively small sample and as such figures need to be treated with a degree of caution
30
On average, between 2011 and 2013 (VisitEngland aggregate visitor volume and value data over three year periods to
make the findings more reliable at a local level)
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Table 5.2: Domestic Overnight Visitors (ordered by number of trips)
Overnight Trips
(thousands)

Total Nights
(thousands)

Average Number of
Nights

Waveney

368

1366

3.7

Suffolk Coastal

291

1141

3.9

Ipswich

259

753

2.9

St Edmundsbury

196

552

2.8

Babergh

151

344

2.3

Forest Heath

132

374

2.8

95

391

4.1

1,492

4,921

3.3

Mid Suffolk
Suffolk

Source: Great Britain Tourism Survey, 2011-13

Visitors from Overseas
There were approximately 31,000 trips to Bury St Edmunds from overseas visitors in 201331.
The main reason for visiting the area for overnight visitors was to visit family and friends
(43.7%), followed by those taking a holiday (35.0%). Of the remaining visitors, 14.6% were
there for business and the remaining 6.7% stated other reasons.
The main origin of the overnight visitors is as follows: Germany (29.4%), USA (17.6%), France
(8.5%), Italy (7.8%), Netherlands (6.4%) and Ireland (6.4%) with a large number of mainly
European countries making up the remaining 23.9%.
Visitor Perceptions
Figure 5.2 sets out the main factors that attract visitors to Bury St Edmunds, according to
respondents from the business survey. The most popular factors are: the historical attractions;
range of visitor attractions in the area; good, local food; events and festivals and the unspoilt
scenery.

31

Source: Office for National Statistics, International Passenger Survey, 2013
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Figure 5.2: Importance of the Following in Attracting Visitors
History/historical attractions of the town
The range of visitor attractions in the area
Good, local food
Events and festivals
Unspoilt scenery
Parks and open spaces
Visiting family and friends
Culture including live music/theatre
Retail/independent shops
The wider countryside
A sense of escapism
Other market towns in the area
Walking trails
Wildlife watching

Moderately important

Cycling trails

Very important

Business/meetings
Countryside sports

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Source: AECOM Business Survey, 2015

A visitor survey was conducted in 2010 across Suffolk32. Although the data is not robust for
Bury St Edmunds alone there are useful findings that can be used to inform the VDP including:

32



At a county level, visitors made their decision to visit the destination within a relatively
recent time period with 70% deciding to visit the same day, previous day or in the past
week.



There is a high proportion of repeat visitors to Suffolk with 40% having been to the area
five or more times within the last five years.



The key motivations behind a visit to Suffolk are: the historic character (36%), shopping
(28%), the waterways or coast (27%), visiting market towns (25%), the countryside (23%),
cultural heritage (20%) and to eat and drink (19%).



The most enjoyable aspects of the visit are identified in Table 5.3. 30 attractions across
12 locations were highlighted, of these five are in Bury St Edmunds.

Suffolk Visitor Survey, 2010, East of England Tourism – 399 respondents in total
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Table 5.3: Most Enjoyable Aspects of the Visit
Area

5.3

Attraction

Aldeburgh

Festival / carnival

Beccles

The Quay
Church

Bury St Edmunds

Abbey Gardens
Nutshell
Ickworth House
Angel Hotel
Cathedral

Eye

Castle
Church

Felixstowe

Old Town

Ipswich

Christchurch Mansion
Christchurch Park
Football Club
Ipswich Museum
Town Hall
Church

Lavenham

Guildhall
Market Square
Church

Long Melford

Kentwell Hall
Melford Hall
Church

Lowestoft

Royal Plan Fountains

Newmarket

Horses
Clock tower

Southwold

The Pier
Beach Huts

Woodbridge

Tide Mill
Church

Economic Impact
Visitor Expenditure
Table 5.4 sets out the visitor expenditure of day and overnight domestic visitors and people
from overseas. Tourists to St Edmundsbury spent £75.6 million in 2013, approximately 9.3%
of the overall economic value of visitors across the county. Almost half (48.4%) of the
expenditure is generated by domestic day visitors. However, the average spend of a day
visitor (£19.60) is below the Suffolk average (£25.60) and substantially lower than other parts
of the county especially Forest Heath (£39.40) and Ipswich (£37.50).
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Domestic overnight visitors generated approximately £29.0 million in St Edmundsbury. The
average spend for this type of visitor (£148.00) is again below the Suffolk average (£163.50).
The county average is however being skewed upwards by Forest Heath (£227.30).
Table 5.4: Visitor Expenditure (ordered by total spend in millions)
Domestic Day
Visitors

Domestic
Overnight Visitors

Overseas
Visitors*

Total Visitor
Expenditure

£127.7

£34.0

£24.5

£186.3

Waveney

£91.2

£65.0

£12.8

£169.0

Suffolk Coastal

£75.1

£52.0

£10.1

£137.2

Forest Heath

£84.8

£30.0

£4.6

£119.4

Babergh

£52.0

£23.0

£5.3

£80.3

St Edmundsbury

£36.6

£29.0

£10.0

£75.6

Mid Suffolk

£34.7

£11.0

£3.3

£49.0

£502.0

£244.0

£70.7

£816.7

Ipswich

Suffolk

Source: Great Britain Tourism Survey, 2011-13, Great Britain Day Visitor Survey, 2011-13, International
Passenger Survey and AECOM calculations
*Figures have been estimated using county level average spend applied to each area

Employment
Almost 4,300 people work in tourism related industries33 in St Edmundsbury. This equates to
6.9% of all employment which compares to 10.1% across Suffolk. Tourism related
employment, in St Edmunsbury, rose from 2009 to 2011 but has declined over the last two
years, whereas, Suffolk as a whole, has experienced an increase over the last two years.

33

As defined by the Office for National Statistics
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Figure 5.3: Employment in Tourism Related Industries, 2009 to 2103
6,500

6,000

5,500

5,000
Babergh
Forest Heath

4,500

Ipswich
Mid Suffolk
4,000

St Edmundsbury
Suffolk Coastal
Waveney

3,500

3,000

2,500

2,000
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Source: ONS, Business Register and Employment Survey, 2009 to 2013
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6. BASELINE SUMMARY
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6.

SUMMARY
The following summarises the baseline assessment.

6.1

Strategic Context
The key factors to consider when developing the VDP include:

6.2



Domestic tourism (staycationing) has strengthened in recent times, with the economic
recession encouraging more of the UK population to holiday within the UK.



There is an ever increasing volume of information accessible to visitors and different
routes to market.



Changing demography and social dimensions are leading to new opportunities,
particularly in terms of different age groups and lifestages.



There is an increasing share and value of disposable income being spent on recreation
and culture34 despite recessionary pressures.



There is a continuing demand for value, with recessionary impacts reinforcing price as a
driver although visitors still require a quality offer.



The move towards healthier and more active lifestyles is increasingly being utilised by
destinations as a means of establishing activity-orientated tourism products and packages

Local Context
Bury St Edmunds is a historic market town with the main appeal of the town relating to its
Cathedral, the abbey ruins and the surrounding Abbey Gardens, its historic buildings, and its
character as a market town. It is also the main cultural and retail centre in West Suffolk, and
home to the Greene King brewery and a British Sugar processing factory.
The review of local strategy and policy presents a number of opportunities for growth in the
visitor economy and activities which the VDP can complement. This includes: support from the
LEP in terms of potential European funding; support from the council in terms of further
developing the events programme, the retail offer and promoting new theme based trails; and
support from the BID in terms of further investment in marketing and events.
The visitor offer is clearly apparent. Bury St Edmunds is well positioned with very good road
links to the rest of Suffolk and close to a number of important settlements including Ipswich
(largest town in Suffolk), West Stow (Anglo-Saxon attraction), Newmarket (home to racing),
Stowmarket (historical market town), the Wool Towns (important heritage link), Suffolk Coast
(key driver of visits to the area), Ely (Cathedral town), Cambridge (major national tourist
destination), Norwich (cultural city), and London and Birmingham (as large population bases
and tourist destinations for both domestic and overseas visitors).
The challenge for the VDP is to ensure that the broad market opportunities can be maximised
by presenting clearly defined products and offers that will have a long-term visitor appeal.

34

ONS Consumer Spending data 2005-2012, Household Expenditure analysis
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6.3

Tourism Audit
Bury St Edmunds is foremost a historic market town, and this resonates throughout the current
visitor experience. It also has a vibrant character with its retail and cultural offer becoming
increasingly prominent for the town.
In the Outer tourism character area, there is a growing base of amenities supporting outdoor
recreational activities such as walking, cycling, horse riding, golf, wildlife watching and other
outdoor activities. Although a destination in its own right, the proximity of Thetford Forest as a
clearly defined resource supporting outdoor adventure is a further asset that Bury St Edmunds
can potentially utilise.
Similarly, the close proximity of popular attractions such as Nowton Park, Ickworth House,
Wyken Hall, and the developing West Stow Village also suggest that Bury St Edmunds is well
positioned within Suffolk to present a compelling leisure-based visitor offer that can support a
higher number of visits and a longer duration of stay than currently.
Although the town has a number of events, festivals, open spaces and leisure activities (e.g.
swimming, skate park, CurveMotion and Bury Bowl), the attraction audit and consultation
process indicates a gap in the provision for the family market. This includes such attractions
as theme parks, zoos and wildlife safaris, and interactive museums. However, there are zoo
attractions in Suffolk.
There are conflicting views from local stakeholders in terms of the accommodation provision.
Just under half (46.7%) of businesses suggested that there are not enough serviced
bedspaces. Whereas, over a third (36.4%) suggested that the town would benefit from ‘more
tourist accommodation’ and 15.9% felt ‘better quality accommodation’ was needed. The mixed
views could be prevalent depending on the type of accommodation being viewed as the
workshops and other consultation suggested that there is a lack of bedspace at the weekend
and a lack of family and/or budget accommodation. A Premier Inn hotel will open in June 2015
which will help to alleviate some of this.
The retail offer of Bury St Edmunds is characterised as a strength in both the workshops and
business survey (72.9% suggesting it is moderately/very important reason why people visit).
The town has street markets every Wednesday and Saturday with over 80 stalls. Stalls include
fruit and vegetables, clothes, hardware, fabric, pet foods, flowers, seafood, shoes and other
speciality goods. The town is at its busiest on market days with coaches travelling in from
across the county. However, some stakeholders suggested that the quality of products is poor
and there is a lack of a local offer.
Anecdotally the food and drink offer has been described as having decent quantity and quality
for a town of its size. Good, local food was cited as the third most popular reason why
businesses feel people visit Bury St Edmunds (93.6% of businesses saying it was either a
moderately or very important reason for visiting). Additionally, when asked what tourism
facilities were lacking in the town only 4.5% suggested ‘more food and drink options’ and 2.3%
suggested ‘better food and drink options’.

6.4

Current Visitors and Economic Impact
St Edmundsbury is the least visited of the local authority areas within Suffolk, attracting around
2.1 million visits per annum. As a result, the value of visitors is also low, as compared to the
rest of Suffolk, at £75.6 million per annum. The low number of tourism day visits that the
district receives is symptomatic of inland areas of England, with the appeal of coastal zones
and urban centres typically stronger.
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This position reflects the relatively low profile of the district from a visitor perspective rather
than issues concerning accessibility or the attractions profile. Attractions such as Abbey
Gardens, Ickworth House, Lackford Lakes, and St Edmundsbury Cathedral are several of
Suffolk’s leading attractions. Other important factors that attract visitors to the town include:
good, local food; the unspoilt scenery; and events and festivals.
A challenge for all countryside destinations is how to maximise the capacity that the large
swathes of countryside present in terms of different themes and activities that can be used to
attract visitors. Although the focus of this VDP is on Bury St Edmunds, it is important to
recognise that the success of the visitor economy in the town will be closely aligned to
developing the themes and activities that will also encapsulate the surrounding countryside.
6.5

Comparator Assessment
Appendix D presents an assessment of three comparator areas, namely Winchester,
Cheltenham and Tunbridge Wells. Although these areas are larger they exemplify certain
characteristics and themes that could be used to highlight the benefits of certain types of
development and initiatives that could be applied in Bury St Edmunds.
Table 6.1 provides a summary of the key tourism characteristics of these destinations
compared with Bury St Edmunds. It illustrates that as with Winchester, Bury St Edmunds has
an offer that compares with larger centres such as Cheltenham. It has a strong retail offer
within a heritage setting and has a vibrant cultural sector. Its list of attractions contains similar
themes (churches, gardens, and historic properties). However, in comparison with Winchester,
which is of comparable size in terms of population, the visitor impact is significantly less.
The accommodation stock is likely to have an impact, with the volume (and therefore value) of
overnight visits to any town limited to the accommodation stock available. Nevertheless, the
evidence from Tunbridge Wells, which has more accommodation stock than Bury St
Edmunds, demonstrates that this does not always translate into stays. Any new
accommodation development associated with Bury St Edmunds should therefore be designed
to address clear market needs and gaps.
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Table 6.1: Comparator Assessment

Population

Bury St Edmunds (St
Edmundsbury)

Winchester (Winchester
District)

Cheltenham

Tunbridge Wells (Borough
of Tunbridge Wells)

42,000 (111,000)

45,000 (117,000)

116,000

57,000 (115,000)

196,000

321,000

464,000

157,000

525,000 (2.7)

661,000 (2.1)

1.2m (2.6)

399,000 (2.5)

£29m (£55.23)

£43m (£65.05)

£74m (£61.66)

£15m (£37.59)

£261.26

£367.52

£637.93

£130.43

Visitor Volume and Value*
Trips
Nights (av. Nights per trip)
Spend (av. Spend per night)
Value of Visitors Per Head of Population

The Wilson Museum

Key Attractions
(in/close to centre)

St Edmundsbury Cathedral

Winchester Cathedral

Abbey Gardens

Wolvesey Castle

Moyses Hall

Hospital of St Cross

Greene King Brewery

City Museum

Ickworth Nation Trust

Winchester Science Centre

West Stow

Marwell Zoo

Holst Birthplace Museum
Hardwick Gallery

Chalybeate Spring

Montpellier Gardens

Spa Valley Railway

Imperial Gardens

Salomons Estate

Pitville Park

Tunbridge Walls Museum

Sandford Park

Trinity theatre/arts centre

Cheltenham Town Hall
St Mary’s Church
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Bury St Edmunds (St
Edmundsbury)

Winchester (Winchester
District)

Cheltenham

Tunbridge Wells (Borough
of Tunbridge Wells)

The Big Sleep
81 The Prom Hotel
The Angel Hotel
Hotels**

Best Western Priory Hotel

(All within 1-mile of centre)

Dog and Partridge
Abbey Hotel

The Winchester Royal

Central Hotel

The Tunbridge Wells Hotel

Westgate Inn

Mercure Cheltenham Queens

Smith & Western

Mercure Winchester

Hanover House

Travelodge Tunbridge Wells

Winchester Hotel and Spa

Holiday Inn Express

Smart and Simple Hotel

No. 5 Bridge Street

Clarence Court Hotel

The Spa Hotel

The Montpellier Chapter

Royal Wells Hotel

Cotswold Grange
The Beaufort Arms
* UKTS – Domestic Overnight Trips Only, **laterooms
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APPENDIX A. LOCAL POLICY AND STRATEGY
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APPENDIX A LOCAL POLICY AND STRATEGY
Greater Cambridge Greater Peterborough Strategic Economic Plan
The SEP sets out a plan for the next six years, with £119 million of funding in 2015/16. As a
result of the investment, the Plan would support the delivery of 70,000 new jobs and 50,000
new homes, leading to a £2.8 billion uplift in GVA across the LEP area.
Ambition
The SEP sets out its ambition for the area to:


Be the UK’s exemplar area for digital connectivity;



Deliver a growth hub to support business growth;



Respond to existing pressure for the growth and retention of businesses by facilitating the
provision of additional innovation & incubator space;



Remove the skills barriers to continued growth;



Create a transport network fit for an economically vital high growth area;

Local Growth Fund
In the first year (2015/16) £119m will be allocated across the following five themes:


Digital - £5.5m;



Transport (plus £14m agreed) - £61.9m;



Skills - £12.2m;



Innovation & Incubator - £28.2m;



Business Growth - £11.2m.

Although the visitor economy is described as one of the key sectors supporting the subregional economy, there is little mention of specific activities and support for it or tourism more
generally.
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New Anglia Strategic Economic Plan
Targets
The SEP sets out the following targets for 2026:


95,000 more jobs;



100,000 new businesses



117,000 new homes



Increasing productivity from £36,000 a job to £40,000 (in line with the national average)

Ambition
The intention is to capitalise on existing strengths in sectors such as advanced manufacturing
and engineering, agri-tech, energy, ICT and creative digital, and life sciences. The central
focus of the SEP is to drive economic growth in these high impact sectors creating new high
value added employment.
Additionally there are four underpinning sectors that are currently the largest employers and
will continue to be supported. These are: agriculture and food and drink, financial and
insurance services, ports and logistics, and tourism and culture.
Other Key Elements
Other key aspects of the SEP include:


Green Pathfinder – Lead the UK’s transition to a green economy across three areas: low
carbon, natural capital, and social capital.



Enterprise and innovation – Existing take up of business support is well below the national
average due to support being fragmented and hard to access. The LEP have therefore
created the Business Growth Programme which brings everything together.



Skills – The resident workforce is ageing, low skilled and low paid and as such new high
value added jobs would go to an imported workforce. The SEP sets out objectives for
addressing this such as through the creation of a New Anglia Skills Investment Fund, a
Skills Capital Investment Programme and other measures.



Growth Locations – The SEP identifies growth areas that can support high value added
sectors. This includes Greater Ipswich (building on the City deal), and Felixstowe,
Stowmarket and Bury St Edmunds along the A14.



Broadband and other infrastructure – bring superfast broadband to 95% of the area by
2017.

Tourism and Culture
Tourism is worth approximately £1.3bn in GVA in the area, supporting 68,000 jobs (10% of all
employment). The area has a diverse range of tourism assets including the Broads and the
heritage coast. Norwich is ranked 6th in the UK for day visitors and King’s Lynn, Bury St
Edmunds and Ipswich all have strong tourism offers. The area is also home to Newmarket (for
horse racing), Center Parcs at Elveden and festivals such as Latitude, Aldeburgh and the
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Norwich and Norfolk Festival. Suffolk is gaining a reputation as ‘Constable and Gainsborough
country’.
The cultural and heritage sector has over 1,000 businesses, employing 5,800 people and
worth £83.6m. Both Ipswich and Norwich have a lively creative and cultural scene.
Tourism and culture will continue to be actively supported by the LEP through business
growth, skills and infrastructure developments. The LEP will encourage the sector to engage
with the high impact sectors, for example by benefitting from major developments in ICT and
Digital Creative.
EU Structural and Investment Fund Strategy (ESIFS)
The LEPs notional allocation of European funding for 2014-2020 is around £81m split equally
between European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and European Social Fund (ESF).
Additionally, the LEP has been allocated a further £13m of European Agricultural Fund for
Rural Development (EAFRD), bringing the total Programme value to £94m or £188m with
match funding added.
ERDF and ESF funding is allocated to thematic objectives. Although it is currently unclear as
to the specific activities that will be funded under each a number of the themes lend
themselves to supporting tourism and the visitor economy including: innovation (£11.13m),
SME competitiveness (£16.18m), employment and labour mobility (£7.89m), social inclusion
(£9.30m), and education and skills (£20.23m).
EAFRD funding will be used to support complementary activity in rural areas, including
support for knowledge transfer and skills, support for micro, small and medium sized rural
businesses, tourism activities and small scale investment into broadband enhancements.
£3.2m is being dedicated towards this measure and includes targeting:






Growth in visitor days, through:


Extending the season so more tourists can be attracted without putting pressure on
peak season facilities and to support year round employment.



Promoting overnight stays so that day visitors are encouraged to stay for longer thus
increasing their economic impact.

Consumer focus, by:


Increasing quality of provision to meet rising consumer expectations in terms of the
quality of accommodation, food, drink and activities.



Responding to increased consumer interest in provenance by promoting local food,
drinks and crafts so that tourists receive a distinctive Norfolk / Suffolk experience and
to drive sales of these products once they return home

Eco-tourism, by:


Utilising NALEP’s natural and built heritage including nature reserves, the coast,
Broads, Brecks and historic houses and parklands to support the visitor economy.
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Promoting sustainable travel such as the ‘Coasthopper’ bus service, rail, walking,
cycling, horse riding and sailing so that tourists can enjoy Norfolk’s rich and varied
landscape without using private vehicles.



Promoting ‘glamping’ and other forms of low impact accommodation which attract
wealthy, discerning and ecologically focused tourists.
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Draft Suffolk Tourism Strategy
This paper describes a strategic approach for Suffolk’s tourism economy from March 2015
onwards and has 3 objectives:
1. To ensure that the Suffolk visitor economy continues to flourish and grow in excess
of the Visit England national target of 5%.
There exists opportunity to develop a year-round visitor economy and increase staying visitors
and bed nights and as such Suffolk tourism could grow in excess of the national target of 5%.
Average spend per night of visitors to the East of England (£53.74) is currently lower than the
South East (£61.26), so Suffolk could seek growth of high net value tourists. Areas such as
the Suffolk wool towns and Suffolk Heritage Coast are already enjoying growth through
business investment, and increased tourism promotion for key markets would help attract
higher-spending discerning travellers.
It is felt that private sector investment will come through business optimism and to achieve
this, tourism marketing and activity has to be highly visible and effective.
In Suffolk, luxury rooms and apartments are being added to Southwold Pier; the Swan Hotel at
Lavenham is building a 2-storey, 6 room spa; and the Bedford Lodge Hotel at Newmarket has
invested a multi-million pound sum in a new spa. The new restaurant and business
development at The Suffolk Food Hall has been feted by the NFU and the new National
Heritage Centre for Horseracing and Sporting Art in Newmarket, with LEP funding, will be a
new world class attraction in 2015.
There exists potential for Suffolk to outstrip other areas, not least because its tourism offering
is high quality, good value, varied and year-round, and also because it has been historically
under-promoted. East Anglia is accepted to be the driest and one of the warmest parts of the
UK and is easily accessible to a large proportion of the UK population.
Visit Suffolk is the key county mechanism for driving engagement, through its website,
campaigns, social media and PR activity, but as commercial revenue is generated to offset
core costs it is imperative that a campaign pot is ring-fenced to provide funding for marketing
and promotional activity.
Work to date has generated a raised awareness of Suffolk and its tourism offering and has
had a substantial return on investment. The Take Me To Suffolk and Curious County
campaigns had a £2.0m economic impact (with a reach of almost 4 million people) and
Advertising Value Estimate of PR activity since December 2012 is £3m.
The following are key areas for potential funding to underpin Suffolk tourism:


Increased levels of campaign and advertising activity, businesses presented with a
broader range of opportunities with a co-ordinated approach covering local DMOs, Visit
Suffolk and Visit East Anglia. Free VEA membership and discounted Visit Suffolk listings
for members of local DMOs.



Lead the development of new corporate partnerships.



Identify external funding sources such as HLF, DEFRA and other external agencies.



Continued marketing investment from local government organisations.
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2. To develop a framework of local Destination Marketing Organisations working with
Visit Suffolk to better promote the county’s destinations.
VEA supports and encourages the expansion of the DMO network and, where appropriate,
can offer low cost incentives via a back office service providing:


Centralised membership acquisition, renewal service.



Market intelligence.



Provision of accounting and HR services.



Exploration of a single countywide PR agreement.



Support of the local marketing executive by the Visit Suffolk brand manager.

Locally, DMOs would:


Be responsible for the local destination brand with full/part-time executive.



Build local membership income.



Liaise with the Suffolk brand manager regarding marketing requirements.



Produce a Destination Management Plan.

3. To provide guidance for Suffolk local authorities on maximising the economic impact
of their tourism sector spending as well as recommending areas for potential savings.
From information received from Suffolk local authorities there appears to be a number of
opportunities to both improve effectiveness and reduce costs in tourism areas not currently
managed by VEA or DMOs. It is recommended that a workshop be held to review and
recommend approaches to a number of areas including:


Development of strategies for TICs including potential introduction of web-based
information portals and repurposing into other functions. The current TIC model is
potentially outdated, with consumer behaviour changing and increasing use of digital
media.



Assessing savings that might be identified by DMOs sharing back office.



Exploring synergies between tourism and inward investment functions to identify cost
savings by possible harmonisation in areas such as web platforms, image libraries and
business support.



Identify potential for alternative methods of delivery.
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Bury St Edmunds Vision 2031
This document provides a framework for managing future service provision and management
of growth up to 2031 in the town. This is one of the key documents of the Local Plan.
The document sets out the key challenges and aspirations for the area which culminates in a
range of objectives and a vision for a number of themes.
Key Challenges
Ten key challenges are set out:


There is a significant demand for new housing to meet the needs of existing residents
and a growing population.



The need to tackle congestion.



The town centre is a major asset for the town with a number of historic streets being
transformed in the 1990s. Much of this work removed modern highway signage in the
historic core and helped give back the streets to pedestrians from motorised transport. In
recent years the arc shopping development has been opened which has been a major
success and it is now felt that the Buttermarket area needs improvements to remove
unnecessary signage and create greater pedestrian areas.



An ageing population with projections suggesting that over a quarter of local residents
will be aged 65 or over by 2031.



Better broadband access is needed.



Dual use of schools so that the community can use them after school hours, at
weekends and during holidays.



The need for more community facilities.



Greater job creation and skills uplift.



Tackling social exclusion and anti-social behaviour through generating greater
responsibility for one’s life.



Managing the environmental impact of future growth.

Objectives
To tackle these challenges, nine objectives were set:


To meet the housing needs of Bury St Edmunds with a particular emphasis on the
provision of affordable homes and an appropriate mix of house types for local people and
of appropriate housing for an ageing population.



To maintain, develop and diversify the economic base through the provision of
employment sites to meet the needs of existing and future businesses.



To ensure that the necessary infrastructure required to meet the needs of new
development is provided at the appropriate time.
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To meet the shopping, cultural and leisure needs of residents of Bury St Edmunds and the
wider West Suffolk sub-region.



To ensure that any new development conserves and, where opportunities arise, enhances
the natural, built and historic environment, local identity and distinctiveness of Bury St
Edmunds and improves access to green space and surrounding countryside.



To ensure development is accessible to the town centre, employment locations and other
services and facilities to help reduce the need to travel by unsustainable means.



To support and encourage all means of sustainable and safe transport, public transport
improvements, and cycleway and footway improvements.



To ensure that development is built to high standards of environmental sustainability.
Guided by the need to mitigate and adapt to a changing climate paying particular attention
to reducing energy and water demand and ensuring their sustainable supply.



To ensure residents have access to schools, further and higher educational opportunities,
vocational and technical training.

Relevance to the VDP
A number of the above objectives will impact on tourism and the visitor economy. The below
sets out those aspects that are most relevant, namely around culture and leisure, retail and
the historic and natural environment.
Culture and Leisure
Bury St Edmunds aspires to have a wide range of top quality cultural and leisure opportunities
for residents and visitors. Likewise, it is hoped that more people will access cultural and
leisure opportunities. The Council will seek to achieve these aims by:


working in partnership with the private and voluntary sector to identify opportunities to
maximise the use of, and safeguard, existing cultural and leisure facilities including open
space and sports facilities;



maximising the use of libraries, schools and other public sector facilities as important
contributors to strong, vibrant and healthy communities;



building new cultural and leisure facilities in areas of population growth;



integrating new cultural and leisure facilities with new school and community provision;



working with other public services to deliver an inclusive service and support the ambitions
of the Suffolk Health and Wellbeing Strategy;



delivering cultural and leisure facilities and an events programme that promotes tourism
and maximises the local economic impact; and



promoting leisure activity that enables access to, but safeguards, the diverse range of
habitats/environments.
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Historic and Natural Environment
The aspirations here are to ensure that the historic and natural environment are managed,
protected, maintained and enhanced and that the new pressures on the town are managed
and new development is responsive to local distinctiveness. The Council will seek to achieve
this by:


developing theme-based trails for both the historic and natural environment and heritage
attractions; for example, a Georgian trail, medieval trail or Great Churchyard trail;



connecting elements of the natural environment physically;



using new technology to provide connectivity and interpretation where appropriate;



working with local groups to implement historical and environmental projects;



supporting and developing community-led initiatives to protect, promote and enhance the
historic and natural environment and its interpretation;



enabling provision of a new country park to the north of the town where there is currently
limited access to open areas;



working with partners to manage open spaces and woodland in ways that protect their
wildlife, whilst allowing the public to enjoy them;



exploring different options for managing the town’s open space and woodland, particularly
when planning new green infrastructure;



producing character appraisals for the conservation areas to identify their special qualities;



encouraging developers to carry out archaeological assessment at an early stage in the
design process;



ensuring that new development seeks to minimise any impacts on biodiversity, providing a
net gain wherever possible; and



improving access to the countryside, walking and cycling routes.

Retail Offer
The street markets play an important part in making Bury St Edmunds town centre a
destination of choice for both residents and visitors. Likewise, the town centre and its shopping
streets such as St Johns Street, Abbeygate Street, Hatter Street and Whiting Street provide an
attractive pedestrian friendly setting where a range of independent shops attract many visitors.
The Council wishes to ensure that the town centre is vibrant and attractive with a varied retail
offer. It aims to do this by:


developing the town centre as a destination for shoppers and visitors by maintaining and
enhancing the current retail, leisure and culture offer;



working with market traders to promote widely and develop the street market to attract
shoppers and new stallholders;
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planning for additional retail floorspace in accordance with up-to-date appraisals of need
and ensure the sequential approach to development is applied, to ensure that the option
of directing new development to the town centre is considered first;



providing for other town centre activities such as specialist markets (which do not compete
with the regular provisions markets), street cafes, and entertainment in a managed and
co-ordinated way in consultation with other users and operators; and



encouraging uses above shop premises to maximise the use of space and ensure the
town centre has life and natural surveillance after shops have closed.
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Business Improvement District (BID) Business Plan
This document sets out the business plan for the BID for the next five years. It suggests that
over £2m will be invested in the town over this period in marketing, events, safety and
security, environment, and business support. These are areas that the BID has invested in
previously. However, over the next five years, a number of new projects are proposed
including:


Tourism ambassadors – using volunteers to interact and help visitors;



Digital marketing – a website and phone app have already been developed but the BID
team wants to utilise digital technology further, although no specific details are set out
here;



Generating further income from existing and new events;



Enhancing the existing radio scheme – the BID is looking at improving technology in order
to cut costs;



Infrastructure improvements – the BID will continue to identify locations that can be
physically improved to benefit visitors and businesses.
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Six Point Plan for Jobs and Growth
This document sets out a proposal for economic growth in West Suffolk. It is a two-year plan
of action for jobs and growth set out across six key themes:
1. Meeting and understanding West Suffolk businesses;
2. Promoting the West Suffolk economic region;
3. Supporting the market towns;
4. Ensuring the right conditions for growth;
5. Developing skills and increasing employment opportunities for all; and
6. Capitalising upon the key sectors.
Tourism is identified as one of the three key sectors. It states how West Suffolk has attractive
villages, market towns and significant tourism assets (e.g. Newmarket for horse racing and
Center Parcs in Elveden). Initiatives to support the sector includes encouraging more
overnight stays; helping to coordinate marketing and promotional activities; and endeavouring
to bring new, large visitor attractions to the region.
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APPENDIX B. DESTINATION MANAGEMENT
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APPENDIX B DESTINATION MANAGEMENT ORGANISATIONS
Introduction
To be successful, the tourism sector needs to be supported through a co-ordinated and
coherent framework. The delivery mechanism for this support being advocated by Visit
England is through Destination Management Organisations (DMOs).
The following provides a précis of the DMOs, their remits, and their responsibilities. It also
includes a series of case studies. The purpose of this exercise is to help inform decisionmaking into the formation of a new DMO(s) in Suffolk.
Tourism Geography
Traditionally, destination management has come under the auspices of local authorities, who
were supported by regional (Tourist Boards) and national (Visit England) agencies. As such, it
was commonplace for local authority areas to be presented as the ‘destination’ from a
marketing and management perspective.
The problem with this is that visitors do not tend to recognise administrative boundaries. In
many instances, visitors will interact with landscapes and assets that cover more than one
administrative area, yet because they don’t understand the administrative boundary, their
expectation will be that the experience they receive will be of a consistent quality. When this is
not the case, they are more likely to have a negative experience.
Changing national circumstances (i.e. changing national and local authority priorities and
budgets, loss of Regional Tourist Boards and loss of Regional Development Agencies) led to a
re-think of destination management. The Department for Culture, Media and Sports (2011)
established the framework for more locally based and industry led tourism bodies. It set out
how DMOs should be led by and increasingly funded through partnerships with the tourism
industry itself by:


Encouraging local areas to define destination boundaries with a shift away from local
authority and other administrative areas. It is also accepted that the new boundaries would
be messy and could cross over each other;



Allowing tourism bodies to group together and share resources (i.e. marketing and back
office);



Allowing the development of thematic tourism bodies also (e.g. walking, caravanning)
which would give tourism firms more choices over which body to join, adding competition
to drive up the quality of DMO;



Ensuring an emphasis on ‘destination management’ rather than simply marketing
organisations as was predominantly the case previously;



Encouraging the right governance that would be partnerships between the public sector –
usually the Local Authority – and local businesses and attractions, and LEPs;



Pushing towards greater financial sustainability with less reliance on public sector funds;
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Establishing VisitEngland as a small, highly efficient, industry-led national body which
support local tourism bodies through the publication of relevant research, providing best
practice, and offering advice on product development.

Although a large number of DMOs remain aligned to administrative boundaries such as
towns35, cities36 or counties37, a number of DMOs have emerged that have more varied
geographical compositions including:


Bath Tourism Plus - the DMO for the UNESCO designated World Heritage site that is the
city of Bath, as well as for the surrounding areas, towns and villages.



Discover Yorkshire Coast – a DMO focussed on the coastal sub-area of North Yorkshire,
but with includes information on Redcar and Saltburn which are in Redcar and Cleveland
Borough.



Sussex by the Sea – a sub-area of Sussex County of Arundel, Bognor Regis and
Littlehampton.

The geography of the destination should be formed through investigations into the
characteristics of a local area to determine the assets, attractions and services that would
constitute a recognisable destination from a visitor perspective. The DMO will then be charged
with the delivery of a co-ordinated programme of initiatives and developments to ensure that
the destination is maximising its experience value, which in turn should provide the basis from
which to secure a sustainable future for the sector’s stakeholders.
Tourism Delivery
Tourism delivery involves a wide range of stakeholders from the public, private and voluntary
sectors. A key function of any DMO is to bring together the different interests within one
overarching structure. The DMO should foster collaboration, coordination and a continued
focus to ensure the tourism offer evolves with a common purpose. In broad terms, the DMO
should cover all or a combination of the following responsibilities:


Marketing and promoting the collective offer of the destination to inspire visits amongst
a range of audiences and ensuring suitable information is imparted locally to enable
visitors and stakeholders to be up-to-date on current events, opening times, fees,
promotions etc.



Supporting and leading on development opportunities to strengthen the visitor sector.
The DMO should have an oversight of the key issues that need to be addressed and to
work with those responsible to ensure Wise Growth (see below) is achieved.



Working with Visit England to advocate the adoption of practices that improve quality,
accessibility and sustainability amongst key stakeholders, especially key tourism
services.



Working with Visit England and educational establishments to encourage training and
skills development across the tourism and hospitality sectors.

35

e.g. Basingstoke, Milton Keynes, Harrogate, Bournemouth, Newbury
e.g. Leeds, York, Exeter, Winchester, Cambridge, Manchester
37
e.g. Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Surrey, Rutland, County Durham, Cumbria
36
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Gathering relevant research and intelligence on the current position and future changes
that could impact on the visitor economy. This would include measuring visitor supply and
visitor markets to anticipate and understand the implications of any changes.

Wise Growth
Wise Growth advocates balancing growth aspirations with the principles of sustainability to
encapsulate other dimensions such as social, environmental and visitor. Visit England
categorises Wise Growth in tourism as follows:


Inclusive: visitor experiences are fun, inspirational, safe, open and accessible to all with no
discrimination based on gender, race or disability.



Engaging: involving local residents in tourism development through working relationships,
consultation and cooperation.



Well-being: tourism activities strengthen and sustain the quality of life of the communities
in which they take place by improving access to local resources and amenities for
residents.



Caring: the cultural heritage of places, the authenticity and distinctiveness is protected or
enhanced through preserving traditions and local culture for both residents and visitors.



Distinctive: the quality of the urban, coastal and rural environment is maintained or
enhanced without physical or visual degradation.



Fun and appealing: capitalise on the enjoyment of England’s natural and built
environments, habitats and wildlife but ensure these are not damaged in the process.



Viable: champion local businesses that operate successfully and responsibly over the
long-term. Create and strengthen the number and quality of local jobs supported by
tourism activities, including salary, conditions and availability. Ensure local residents
benefit from the tourism activity they host, especially by maximising visitor spending
retained in the local economy.



Efficient: visitors and businesses use scarce and non-renewable resources wisely; visitors
and businesses seek to minimise pollution, especially from transport, and reduce waste
from all tourism activity.

The expectation is that DMOs will now play an active part in delivering Wise Growth within
their destinations.
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Good Practice Case Studies
The following sets out a number of case studies. Initially these illustrate differing approaches
that have been taken to the five main principles that Visit England set out that for developing
Destination Management Plans. Following this are a series of case studies that demonstrate
further detail on DMO formation, responsibilities, management, and resourcing.
The case studies set out reflect a variety of different approaches. It is important to appreciate
that the circumstances differ between destinations and what may be appropriate for one place
may not be elsewhere. Therefore, the purpose of the case studies are to illustrate what other
destinations have done and provide ideas for Suffolk.
Principle 1: Agreeing to Plan Together
This principle sets out the importance of addressing fragmentation between suppliers of the
visitor experience, strengthening and co-ordinating key functions and managing tourism
impacts, prioritising and allocating resources and winning more support. Important here is
support from the relevant LEP. With this in mind many destinations are aligning their
destination management planning on the delivery of growth and employment.
In Dorset, the LEP has been central in destination management planning. The approach here
was to develop a Steering Group that covered the wide set of issues and areas. It is chaired
by one member of the LEP, with two other LEP Board members’ part of the group. Others
include: representatives of local private sector tourism associations, major visitor attractions,
the local airport and cruise terminals, the National Coastal Tourism Academy, arts and food
bodies, key officers from the relevant local authorities, the Dorset AONB, and the Jurassic
Coast Heritage Site.
Another example of this principle in practice is in the English Riviera. Up until 2010 tourism
here was solely managed by Torbay Council but there existed tension between public and
private stakeholders with the fragmentation having a negative impact on the development of
the resort. This led to the establishment of a new tourism company – The English Riviera
Tourism Company. It has achieved significant unification of the industry with over 300 tourism
businesses and organisations working together unlike before, with a fresh approach to tourism
management secured through private/public partnership.
Principle 2: Gathering the Evidence
The need for an evidence based plan is crucial. This is not just quantitative data but also about
gathering feedback from a range of stakeholders. Marketing Birmingham provided a
comprehensive evidence base for the development of the Greater Birmingham Visitor
Economy Strategy. They undertake and coordinate a range of ongoing research which include
annual business surveys, major visitor surveys and specific research on target markets and
competitors.
Principle 3: Setting the Direction
Agreeing the direction, priorities and objectives is very important in terms of arriving at a wellbalanced consensus and building commitment. This has been well demonstrated in some
destinations. Visit County Durham for example, agreed their priorities by engaging 85 varying
stakeholders and asking them to score the strategic priorities and ways of tackling those
priorities.
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Principle 4: Identifying the Action
The identification of specific actions for DMOs to carry out should relate to the strategic
direction and priorities. Across the plans that have been developed there are varying
approaches to this with some destinations favouring a comprehensive programme reflecting
the full range of needs and opportunities, whereas others focus on a few, prioritised actions.
Principle 5: Keeping it going
This relates to the need to secure support and funding for the actions and to have structures
and processes to ensure they are carried out. Relaying performance back to relevant
stakeholders is also important. Visit County Durham are actively involved in monitoring the
performance of the visitor economy. They assess trends in visits and spending over time and
track specific developments on the ground such as for the creation of jobs. The progress is
reported in frequent reports, weekly e-newsletters, as well as forums and meetings.
Destination Basingstoke
Destination Basingstoke (DB) is an independent, not-for-profit company that was established
to promote Basingstoke and the surrounding area for its quality of life and quality of business.
DB is a small operation with four full-time staff and a Board of Directors containing 10 people.
The aims of DB are:


To position Basingstoke as a business destination that can continue to successfully
compete in a national and international market.



To demonstrate what a great place Basingstoke and Deane is to live, work and visit
through a range of projects and events.

Key activities undertaken by DB include:


Maintaining the www.destinationbasingstoke.co.uk website. DB offers banner advertising
on its website for £50 per month, however business listing is free.



Developing the perk card scheme which offers local employers and their staff incentives to
buy locally and save money. This scheme has around 10,000 cardholders.



Organising and managing awards events such as the ‘INSPIRE Business Awards’ which
is the largest of its kind in the south and the ‘Place to be Proud of’ which celebrates the
community's contribution to the quality of life locally.



Developing the annual Basingstoke Half Marathon.

DB is funded through sponsorship and business support. There is limited financial information
on DB. However, the total assets, cash in hand and debtors equates to £170,000 in 2014, up
from £154,000 in 2013. There is no breakdown of where the increased revenue is being
derived.
Likewise, there has been a rise in the Creditors amount from over £71,000 in 2013 to nearly
£91,000 in 2014. Again, there is no detail as to how this is derived. The overall reserves have
declined slightly from £82,000 to £79,000 between the two accounting periods.
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Bath Tourism Plus
Bath Tourism Plus is the DMO for Bath and the surrounding towns, villages and countryside.
Traditionally this was the ‘North East Somerset’ area, however the areas included within its
advertising extends from the Mendip Hills to the south of Bath and the Cotswolds AONB to the
north. Tours to Stonehenge and elsewhere in the South West are also featured.
As the official organisation responsible for encouraging overseas and domestic visitors to
explore the area, Bath Tourism Plus engages with both the public and private sectors to
deliver a programme of targeted marketing initiatives. The company also manages the Bath
Visitor Information Centre, which receives 535,000 visitors per annum, and operates the Bath
Christmas Market, which is now in its twelfth year.
The company also produces a rolling programme of research to measure the visitor
experience in Bath and the surrounding area. It has a dedicated ‘members’ site which provides
information for members and tourism businesses on marketing, the Visitor Information Centre,
Quality Accreditation Schemes, and the Bath Events, Hospitality and Tourism Awards. It also
has a traditional visitor website (http://visitbath.co.uk/) which includes a range of information
and details on the different tourism packages, offers, and services available (i.e.
Accommodation, Things to Do, What’s On, Eating & Drinking, Spa and Wellbeing, Shopping,
Travel and Maps, Bath at Christmas). Each of these sub-themes are further sub-divided by
interest areas (e.g. Spa and Wellbeing – Spa Packages, Spa Hotels, Spa Vouchers, Spa
Offers, etc.).
The organisation is guided by a Board of Directors comprising of industry professionals. The
company employs a team of around 20+ professionals to deliver its objectives, about half of
whom are employed within the Visitor Information Centre. Its marketing team covers
conference and event marketing, leisure, print and e-marketing, website development and
content management, as well as PR and media-related activities. The team is led by a Chief
Executive who reports to the Board on operational activity.
Bath Tourism Plus is a private company (limited by guarantee). It is partially funded publicly by
Bath & North East Somerset Council, but it also secures income through the Visitor
Information Centre and its membership base of over 500 local tourism businesses.
In 2014, Bath Tourism Plus had a turnover of nearly £2.4 million, of which direct costs equated
to £1.9 million (80.1%).
Destination Bristol
The management of visitor promotion and development in Bristol is via Destination Bristol, a
DMO. The focus of the company is the promotion of Bristol and the surrounding areas as a
leisure and business travel destination with the aim being to improve the value of the visitor
economy.
Destination Bristol had a turnover of £1.88 million in 2014. The funds are generated through a
combination of local authority grants, and ‘sales’ concerning project/promotion activities to
both the public and private sector. Administrative expenses, which includes staff remuneration,
accounts for £337,500 (18%) of turnover.
The Corporate Plan for Destination Bristol (2010-2015) is to drive up the quality of all aspects
of the ‘Bristol Experience’, and to strongly differentiate the city region from its competitors by
exploiting the unique character of the place, and its internationally recognised icons. The four
key themes for achieving this are as follows:
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Drive up quality in all aspects of the Bristol Experience



Deliver consumer focused marketing that inspires people to visit and businesses to invest
in Bristol



Deliver outstanding value for partners and stakeholders investment



Deliver an initial response to the challenges of climate change

Clear activities associated with these themes are to encourage investment within the city
centre and retail areas to improve the visitor experience around these core areas; to respond
to the opportunities of major sporting events locally and (e.g. the London 2012 Olympics)
nationally; to develop diversity and quality in Bristol’s retail, cultural, leisure and tourism offer;
and to continually produce and distribute a variety of promotion literature designed to support
business tourism, general visitors and those with niche interests. Destination Bristol also has a
dedicated business, events and conventions team to support venue finding, delegate booking
and incentive ideas.
Leicester-Shire Promotions
The visitor economy in Leicester is managed by Leicester-Shire Promotions, a Destination
Management Organisation that works in partnership with Leicester City Council, Leicestershire
County Council, Leicester and Leicestershire Enterprise Partnership, and VisitEngland. It is
responsible for delivering marketing campaigns and services to attract visitors to the city and
county.
In 2014, the DMO had a turnover of £950,000 which is primarily funded by the Leicester City
(£380,000) and Leicester County (£195,000) Councils, with other ‘project’ funding amounting
to £188,750 and income from the Tourist Information Centre amounting to £118,500. The
DMO has 18 employees which accounted for 47% of turnover.
The vision for Leicester as a tourism destination by 2020 is as follows:
Leicester will be firmly established as a primary tourism destination, a first choice for an
increasing number of both leisure and business visitors, where tourism plays a central role in
delivering sustained and sustainable growth in the city’s economy.
This is to be achieved by focussing on four key strategic themes:


Product – Expanding the range of high quality and diverse visitor attractions,
accommodation, facilities and experiences



Place – Ensuring the city is an easy place to visit which supports visitors needs



Positioning – development a strong image and identity with a clear understanding of target
audiences and routes to market



People – improving customer service through training and raising skills

Part of the strategy identifies the need to improve the ‘legibility of Leicester’ as a place to
explore and in ‘connecting’ key areas, assets and attractions. Other objectives include
strengthening the city’s image; improving its identity and sense of place; developing the group
travel market’; and growing business tourism.
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APPENDIX C. BUSINESS SURVEY RESULTS
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APPENDIX C BUSINESS SURVEY RESULTS
Introduction
The following provides a summary of the key results from the business survey. In some
instances the analysis provides an assessment of the findings from the Ipswich and Mid
Suffolk/Babergh surveys, as well as an average across the three, in order to provide
comparisons. The below analysis is incorporated and expanded upon in the main section of
both reports where relevant.
The percentages shown in the tables relate to businesses who responded to the particular
question (i.e. we have taken out those who didn’t respond). The findings are unlikely to be
statistically significant but provide a good indication of attitudes towards the visitor economy
locally.
Respondents
Table C.1: Respondents by Business Type
Bury St
Edmunds

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk
& Babergh

Total

Holiday Park

1

-

3

4

Self-Catering Properties

4

-

27

31

13

7

22

42

Serviced Hotel

2

3

8

13

Touring Camping and Caravan Park

-

1

4

5

32

38

22

77

5

9

4

33

Unknown

17

-

4

21

Total

74

58

94

226

Bury St
Edmunds

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk
& Babergh

Average

Less than 1 year

2.4%

0.0%

1.5%

1.6%

1-2 years

4.9%

4.3%

6.2%

5.4%

3-5 years

17.1%

4.3%

16.9%

14.7%

6-10 years

14.6%

13.0%

18.5%

16.3%

Over 10 years

61.0%

78.3%

56.9%

62.0%

Serviced B&B, Inn or Guest House

Visitor attraction
Other

Table C.2: Length of Time Business been in Operation
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Table C.3: Number of People Employed at the Site
Bury St
Edmunds

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk
& Babergh

Average

1

22.5%

9.5%

26.2%

22.1%

2 to 5

32.5%

42.9%

47.5%

41.8%

6 to 10

7.5%

19.0%

9.8%

10.7%

11 to 49

32.5%

14.3%

14.8%

20.5%

50 to 99

2.5%

4.8%

1.6%

2.5%

100 to 249

0.0%

9.5%

0.0%

1.6%

250+

2.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.8%

Bury St
Edmunds

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk
& Babergh

Average

Less than 20%

0.0%

0.0%

8.8%

6.1%

21-30%

0.0%

11.1%

10.5%

8.5%

31-40%

6.3%

0.0%

7.0%

6.1%

41-50%

6.3%

0.0%

8.8%

7.3%

51-60%

25.0%

11.1%

12.3%

14.6%

61-70%

6.3%

33.3%

19.3%

18.3%

71-80%

25.0%

33.3%

24.6%

25.6%

81-90%

18.8%

11.1%

5.3%

8.5%

91-100%

12.5%

0.0%

3.5%

4.9%

Average occupancy

69.4%

65.0%

55.4%

59.2%

Occupancy / Visitor Numbers
Table C.4: Occupancy Rates
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Table C.5: Comparison of Occupancy Rates – 2013 to 2014
Bury St
Edmunds

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk
& Babergh

Average

More than 10% increase

17.6%

11.1%

19.7%

18.4%

Increase between 1 and 10%

29.4%

44.4%

29.5%

31.0%

Remained about the same

47.1%

33.3%

23.0%

28.7%

A decrease of between 1 and 10%

0.0%

11.1%

26.2%

19.5%

More than 10% decrease

5.9%

0.0%

1.6%

2.3%

13 visitor attractions in Bury St Edmunds provided their visitor numbers over the last three
years. Overall, visitor numbers have dropped slightly (-0.5%) over the last 12 months and
more significantly compared to two years ago (-4.0%). However, this figure is skewed by a
reported fall in visits to the Arc. Of the 13 attractions, 8 reported an increase over the last 12
months, and 1 other no change. Whereas, 6 reported an increase over the last 12 months and
1 other no change.
Visitor Profile
Table C.6: Typical Distance Travelled by Visitors*
Bury St
Edmunds

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk
& Babergh

Average

Up to one hour (from within the UK)

36.7%

47.1%

30.1%

35.5%

One to two hours (from within the UK)

18.4%

17.2%

23.5%

20.8%

Two to three hours (from within the UK)

17.4%

16.0%

23.1%

20.0%

Over three hours (from within the UK)

18.1%

13.1%

18.5%

17.2%

9.5%

6.6%

4.9%

6.5%

From overseas

*Figures are likely to be skewed towards longer distances with the inclusion of tourist accommodation

Table C.7: Reason for Visiting
Bury St
Edmunds

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk
& Babergh

Average

Leisure

78.7%

77.8%

83.8%

81.2%

Business

21.3%

22.2%

16.2%

18.8%
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Attitudes towards Tourism
Table C.8: Attitude towards Future Prospects of Tourism
Bury St
Edmunds

Ipswich

Mid Suffolk
& Babergh

Average

It is a rapidly growing sector

8.7%

0.0%

7.5%

6.6%

It is slowly getting stronger

58.7%

41.7%

46.3%

49.6%

It is relatively stable

30.4%

25.0%

32.8%

30.7%

2.2%

33.3%

13.4%

13.1%

It is in decline
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APPENDIX D. COMPARATORS
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APPENDIX D COMPARATORS
England is endowed with an array of urban destinations, each with their own unique character
and qualities. This includes ‘international’ cities such as London, Manchester and Birmingham
through to the internationally acclaimed historic cities and towns such as Windsor, Bath,
Oxford, Cambridge and York.
Urban centres such as Winchester, Cheltenham, and Tunbridge Wells have long been popular
heritage cities and therefore have a wealth of tourism infrastructure including accommodation
and attractions supporting leisure visitors.
This section illustrates a number of comparator areas to inform the VDP for Bury St Edmunds.
It builds upon the strategic context as set out in Section 2. Although the comparator
destinations (Winchester, Cheltenham, and Tunbridge Wells) are larger they exemplify certain
characteristics and themes that could be used to highlight the benefits of certain types of
development and initiatives that could be applied in Bury St Edmunds.
Winchester
Winchester is a cathedral city and is the county town of Hampshire. It resides close to the M3
motorway between London and Southampton and has a population of 45,000.
Winchester’s history dates from Roman times, although the area has been inhabited since
prehistoric times. The present form of the city dates to 9th Century when the previous Roman
street plan was replaced as a means of creating a better defence against the Vikings. The
cathedral was constructed in the 11th Century and remains the longest cathedral in Europe.
Architectural modifications between the 11th and 16th centuries are prominent. The city grew
prominence in the middle ages as a trading centre for wool. As one of its most notable
personalities, Jane Austen died in Winchester and is buried in the cathedral.
In addition to the Cathedral, key attractions for the city include the following:


Wolvesey Castle – remains of a wealthy residence during Anglo-Saxon times (free-toenter)



The Hospital of St Cross – a Grade I listed building with flower gardens, a gift shop and
tea room – this attraction is a 20-minute walk along the River Itchen from the city centre
(£4 per adult)



Farmers Market – reputedly the largest in the UK with 95 stalls and 80 producers. This is a
twice monthly market held between 9am and 2pm on Sundays.



General markets - Thursday - shabby chic, bric-a-brac and general goods; Friday &
Saturday - wide variety of quality foods and value for money household goods

Culture and events feature as an important part of Winchester’s visitor offer, with a ‘cultural
quarter’ including the Winchester Discovery Centre (library, exhibition space, art gallery, and
performance hall); Theatre Royal Winchester; and a 12th Century Parish Church (St Peter’s
Church) which stages productions by Chesil Theatre Company.
The city also has a variety of walks available, including:


Keats Walk – a self guided trail that encompasses the main attractions of Winchester,
including St Cross Hospital.
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Visitor trail by wheelchair – a self-guided 1-mile trail to help wheelchair users and people
with pushchairs to explore the city.



Guided walking tours of Winchester – a series of regular walking tours around the city
lasting approximately 90-minutes.



Viaduct Way – a multi-user trail starting in the city centre and leading to the south of the
city and across the Hockley Viaduct. Two bike hire outlets are available in the form of the
Winchester TIC and Winchester shopmobility.



Sunset Walk – an ‘off-the-beaten-track’ self-guided walk through eastern Winchester that
take in wiers and the Abbey Gardens.



City Walk – a self-guided trail of King Alfred’s Winchester, with three loops available (the
heart of the ancient capital; the upper city; and Alfred’s final journey).



Eye-openers arts and crafts trail – a trail that encourages the discovery of the wealth of
public art within the city, and its arts and crafts galleries.



Winchester Tudor Trail – linked to the recent BBC dramatisation, Wolf Hall, which was
filmed on location in Winchester, this walk discusses the Tudor period on how it shaped
Winchester’s history. The trail guide also highlights other sites across Hampshire that
have connections with the Tudor period.

Winchester also draws upon nearby attractions and the wider countryside. Prospective visitors
are also guided to things to do and see within the South Downs (Hampshire area), Alresford,
Bishop’s Waltham, and Wickham. Marwell Zoo and the Winchester Science Centre &
Planetarium are also important attractions around Winchester.
Winchester’s events programme has been targeted as an area for growth in recent times. The
introduction of the Christmas Market with Ice Skating Rink has provided a distinctive leisure
and retail offer out-of-season, and the evening performances that utilise the city’s various
venues (Theatre Royal Winchester, Winchester Discovery Centre, and Winchester Cathedral).
The Winchester Writers Festival, the Winchester Chamber Music Festival, Winchester Guitar
Festival, and Flower Festival, Winchester Fashion Week, and the Winchester Short Film
Festival are featured throughout the year.
The overall strategic emphasis is to encourage more overnight visits to the city38. This is to be
achieved through the following:

38



Marketing: promote the rich cultural offer of Winchester city centre to visitors and
entrepreneurs in a modern and enticing style, making full use of web-based marketing
technology. Position Winchester as a competitive and welcoming location for low carbon
enterprise.



Hotel investment: attract recognised brands to the city centre, and work constructively to
overcome the challenge presented by high land values for the hotel sector.



Evening economy: encourage growth to provide business opportunities and broaden the
visitor offer.

Winchester District Economic Strategy, 2010 - 2020
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Business support: provide training, skills and advice for business start ups, creative
industry practitioners, knowledge industries. Provide and protect a range of business
premises for a range of enterprises.



The environment: reduce harmful impacts on the environment by businesses, commuters
and visitors.



Homes: provide homes for people who work here, and jobs for people who live here.



Development: maximise the long term benefit for the resident community, and reduce the
negative impact of short term disruption.

Cheltenham
Cheltenham is relevant to Bury St Edmunds in that it is a sizeable town (population of
115,600) but which also has a historic core.
Cheltenham is a spa town with the discovery of mineral springs in the area dating back to the
early 18th Century. As a result, Cheltenham has an early history of being a popular leisure
destination specifically for health. Although now used as a performance and wedding venue,
the Pittville Pump Rooms was the largest of the spa buildings developed at this time to exploit
the wellness qualities of the local spring waters. Modern spa facilities can be found at the local
leisure centre (Leisure@Cheltenham), Chapel Spa and the Greenway Spa Hotel.
Cheltenham’s horse racing traditions also has a long history, starting in 1815 and becoming a
major national event in 1902 through the introduction of the Cheltenham Festival. This is now
a major headline racing event, with the Cheltenham Gold Cup one of the most coveted races
in the world. Cheltenham has also developed a series of high profile and internationally
renowned events. This includes the four main Cheltenham Festivals of Jazz, Science, Music
and Literature. Other important cultural venues include The Playhouse Theatre, Everyman
Theatre, Bacon Theatre, Prince Michael Hall and Tuckwell Amphitheatre.
Specific attractions in Cheltenham include:


The Wilson – Cheltenham Art Gallery and Museum - museum and art gallery with
exhibitions on the story of Edward Wilson and his explorations with Scott of the Antarctic,
a collection of 17th and 19th Century Dutch paintings. The centre has recently undergone a
major re-build (£6 million) that has provided four new floors for additional temporary
exhibits.



Holst Birthplace Museum – museum dedicated to composer, Gustav Holst.



Hardwick Gallery – located in Hardwick campus, the gallery includes public exhibitions,
talks and discussions on contemporary art.



Montpellier Gardens and the Gardens Gallery – Montpellier Gardens lie close to the town
centre and are used for a variety of formal and informal leisure pursuits. The Gardens
Gallery is a Community Art Gallery for local artists to exhibit their work. This is located
within the Proscenium Building in the park.



The five publically accessible parks and gardens – Imperial Gardens, Pitville Park,
Sandford Park, Montpellier Gardens, The Promenade and Long Gardens. Each has its
own characteristics and historical context. Sandford Parks includes a lido.
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Cheltenham Town Hall – home to a year-round programme of festivals, entertainment,
exhibitions and functions.



St Mary’s Church – Cheltenham’s oldest building dating from the 11th Century and
featuring a 14th Century window tracery and broach spire.

The tourism and marketing strategy for Cheltenham has taken the deliberate policy of
focussing on retaining its characteristics to appeal to its most likely target audience, namely an
older age profile seeking cultural and heritage assets and experiences; high street shoppers,
and some family groups. This is to be achieved by focussing on presenting Cheltenham as a
compact, accessible, and well maintained town that has a historic core, a wealth of parks and
open spaces, and high-end accommodation and catering.
The capacity of the events and festivals programme to generate significant volumes of
tourists, including from overseas, is highlighted as a specific strength, as is the draw of
Cheltenham Racecourse which supports the wider area by largely filling bedstock capacity.
Key issues that the strategy is seeking to address are as follows:


Strengthening the retail offer;



Improving cultural venues;



Promoting Cheltenham as a conference centre;



Supporting the hospitality industry – through planning and development;



Make car parking easier – i.e. an electronic signage point to car parks where spaces are
available;



Improving signage to local attractions – improving and rationalising some of the brown and
white signage;



Developing new transport links – particularly to Gloucester;



Strengthening Cheltenham as an events town;



Strengthen Cheltenham’s family offer – focus on making the attractions and parks feel
‘family’ friendly; and



Manage crime and the perception of crime.

The strategy also highlights its proximity to London (100-miles away) and position close to
Cotswolds AONB, Stratford-upon-Avon and Bath that make the town a good base to explore
the wider area as a key strength. The strategy advocates positioning Cheltenham as the
‘Centre for the Cotswolds’. This is now reflected in the website and other promotional
campaigns, although with the slight modification of Cheltenham being the ‘Cultural Capital of
the Cotswolds. Other brand values for the town include ‘Vibrancy, Sophistication, Beauty,
Enjoyment, Quality, Creativity, and Diversity’.
Tunbridge Wells
Royal Tunbridge Wells, Kent, is a spa town that became a popular tourist resort after a
chalybeate spring in the early 17th Century was discovered that was claimed to have healing
properties. The spring now forms a central attraction for the town, with visitors still able to take
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a drink of from the spring which is located along the Pantiles, which itself is a colonnaded
walkway. The town was granted its ‘Royal’ title in 1909 by King Edward VII.
In addition to the chalybeate spring, the appeal of Tunbridge Wells to visitors is centred
around its history, its proximity to London, and the ‘fresh air’ of the quintessential English
Countryside that is accessible from the town. As a result, messages of relaxation and gettingaway from hustle and bustle are often repeated.
Key attractions within Tunbridge Wells include:


Spa Valley Railway – a working steam railway operating services between Tunbridge
Wells and Eridge. Return fares are £11 per adult.



Salomon’s Estate – a free-to-enter Victorian Mansion with 36-acres of gardens, parklands
and woods.



Tunbridge Wells Museum and Art Gallery – a free-to-enter museum of art, natural history,
craft, and toys.



Trinity Theatre and Arts Centre – a listed church which has been converted into a cultural
space that hosts art exhibitions, theatre, films, dance and music productions.

Other theatre venues include the Assembly Hall Theatre and the Forum, the later specifically
catering for local and up and coming bands, comedy and other performers. Notable events for
the town include the Lantern Parade in February, Jazz on the Pantiles, Bonfire Night, and
Food Festival.
Shopping is an important element of the offer for the town, with retailers including specialist to
big high street names. The town also has a series of markets, including a twice monthly
farmers market (2nd and 4th Saturday in the month) with stall traders coming from a maximum
of 30-mile radius.
The history of the town is available to explore through a dedicated Heritage Walking Trail that
takes in some of the most interesting and important historic aspects of the town. Guided
walking tours are also available
There is also a strong interrelationship between Tunbridge Wells and the wider area. The
town’s website refers to local towns and villages such as Cranbrook, Goudhurst, Hawkhurst,
Brenchley and Lamberhurst. It also highlights the array of stately homes and castles that
reside nearby. These include Leeds Castle, Hever Castle, Penshurst Place, Pashley Manor,
and Scotney Castle.
Some of these sites are also included in the Seven Wonders of the Weald as a ‘driving’ tour of
some of the Kent’s attractions. These attractions have collaborated to establish a joint ticketing
campaign in the form of the Seven Wonders of the Weald Annual Pass. The pass lasts for 12months and provides discounted entry. The £25 pass (per adult) provides a potential saving of
£53.45 on entry fees to five attractions, and includes complimentary refreshments at another.
Tunbridge Wells is included in the promotion as one of the ‘Seven Wonders’.
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The Destination Management Plan for Tunbridge Wells39 details that, whilst the town has
much to offer visitors, it needs to enhance the visitor experience to inspire target markets to
come, stay longer, and do more. The core markets identified are as follows:


Professional couples and friends – pre-children looking for relaxing short breaks with
cultural and historical interest, but which also has good places to stay, eat and drink. Links
to the wider countryside for activities such as walking and cycling are also considered
important.



Active Empty Nesters – older age groups looking for an out-of-season holiday or short
break, with interests around history, culture, exploring and stimulating activities.



Special Interest Groups – those on tour, either for a day trip or as part of a touring (coach
part) group, particularly associated with the historic houses, castles and gardens.



Pure indulgence – couples and friendship groups of all ages, including mothers and
daughters for short breaks and overnight stays. Pampering (e.g. spa) and retail therapy,
and cultural programmes are important for this group.

Recommendations to ‘polish and present the offer better’ include:

39



Interpretation – improving historical interpretation, information on key aspects of the offer
(i.e. retail and cultural programmes), and establishing greater links with the surrounding
countryside for activities and sightseeing programmes targeted towards the core markets.



Re-orientating the visitor information services. More focus is to be given to the content
available on digital channels, including 3rd party websites, during the information gathering
process. Similarly, in-destination provision will aim to maximise the value of face-to-face
interactions with key visitor services (e.g. accommodation, attractions and TIC) in
promoting other aspects of the town and area. Mapping and orientation boards at main
arrival points are also to be developed.



Creating a DMO – a collaborative group between the public, private and voluntary sectors
that will lead on the development of the Destination Action Plan and work with other
organisations such as Visit Kent.

Destination Management Plan For Tunbridge Wells 2013-16
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